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Help documents
The product help gives you detailed information about how this online portal works.
Here you can find all necessary information as well as helpful tips and tricks.
The most important modules also include slide shows that you can watch.
On the left-hand side, you can select the desired modules individually in order to obtain the
required information. There are three menu items for each module: Setup, Day-to-day
operations and FAQs.
Under the FAQ menu items we have collected and answered the questions that are asked most
often. If you cannot find any solution to your query, please contact our Support Team.

1. BASIC
1.1 BASIC – Day-to-day operations
BASIC Getting started guide: "Day-to-day operations"

Before you can use BASIC, you need to follow the steps under the menu item BASIC Setup.
1. Register on the online portal with your customer number, user name and password.
You will receive these from your administrator. You can change your password under
the menu item "Management > User". Read more in the FAQs under "Questions
about using BASIC".
2. Select the corresponding fleet which includes the vehicle and for which you want to
upload data. This selection influences which fleet the vehicle data will be classified
under.
3. After you log in, the following overviews are displayed:


Status overview for your vehicles:
This shows all vehicles for which data has already been uploaded. The
statutory period for uploading your vehicle data is 90 days. The
notification period in this schedule begins 15 days before this deadline
expires. The green symbol appears 5 days before the deadline. The red
symbol appears if the deadline has been missed.



Status overview for your drivers:
This shows all drivers for whom data has already been uploaded. The
statutory period for uploading your driver data is 28 days. For Austria
and Switzerland, the deadline is 21 calendar days. The notification
period in this schedule begins 10 days before this deadline expires. The
green symbol appears 5 days before the deadline. The red symbol
appears if the deadline has been missed. Only drivers that have been
allocated to the fleet of the fleet manager who is currently logged in are
shown.

Tips & Tricks

Always select the right fleet!
If several fleets have been set up in the system, select the desired fleet first from the
"Select fleet" menu.

How do you move a vehicle into another fleet?
1. When logged in as an administrator, create the desired fleet using the menu
item "Management > Fleet > Add fleet" and specify the fleet manager under

"Management > User > Managed fleets" or assign the rights for the new fleet
to an existing fleet manager.
2. Set an end date for the vehicle in the old fleet in the schedule.
3. Now log in as the relevant fleet manager.
4. Select the desired new fleet and upload the vehicle data via the menu item
"Upload data > Files".

The times shown on the web portal are different from the local time. Why?
The time on all digital tachographs is set to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The
local time for Germany during summer time, for example, is UTC + 2 hours. The web
portal analyses the data supplied by the tachographs and shows the times in UTC.
Local time is only shown in the program for the tachograph discs and in the LIVE
view. For further information, see the manual supplied with your digital tachograph.

Can I also upload the driver card outside my company?
You can upload the driver card anywhere where you have a PC which can access the
internet and which has a card reader connected as long as the necessary usage rights
are available. Alternatively, you can also use Remote Download.

Where can I see how an analysis looks?
You can find illustrations of analyses in a slide show under the menu item "BASIC
day-to-day operations > Viewing and analysing data".

How does uploading vehicle/driver data work?
You can find information about uploading driver and vehicle data from the menu
items "BASIC day-to-day operations > Uploading driver cards" and "BASIC day-today operations > Uploading vehicle/driver data".
I can't upload my driver card! What am I doing wrong?
You can find information and examples relating to uploading driver cards from the
menu item "BASIC day-to-day operations".

Can I also export my data to Excel?
Yes, you can export the analyses in CSV format which can be opened and edited with
Excel.

Process tachograph discs correctly!
No files can be sent if any of the tachograph discs are not green on the overview
page. Hover the mouse over the red cross in the overview for the affected tachograph
disc to show tips for further processing. Any correctly described tachograph disc must
have a white block with no data which marks the start or the end.

How do I solve problems with uploading vehicle files?
Please note that you must be logged into the online portal using the download key,
OPTAC device or other device with fleet manager rights in order to upload vehicle
data. If you are not, the notification "Fleet manager rights required" will be shown. To
find out about setting up this type of user, see the menu item "Setup > Fleet > Creating
users".

I don't see my uploaded driver/vehicle data. How can I show this data?
Make sure that you specify the right period (that includes that data). If you are logged
in as a fleet manager, you can only see the data for the active fleet.

Should a password be set on the VDO download key?
No. Unless it is absolutely necessary, do not use the "Password protection" function to
set a password in the KeyTools menu since the password often gets forgotten and then
needs to be reset, which is subject to a fee.

1.1.1 Uploading driver cards

Uploading data with the driver card

1. Select the menu item "Upload data > Driver cards". If necessary, confirm the
security prompt in the browser and confirm the installation.
2. Insert the driver card into the card reader. Make sure that the chip on the driver
card faces the side of the card reader which has an LED.
A grey rectangular bar appears under "Progress". Now the program is ready. The
driver data is uploaded automatically. The progress bar goes from left to right.

A green tick is shown under "Status" when the data has successfully been saved to the
server.
3. After the read-out, the driver card can be removed from the card reader. Do not
remove the driver card during the upload process.
Slide show
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Where do I get a driver card?
You get the driver card from the appropriate issuer for your place of residence.

Where do I get a company card?
You get the company card from the appropriate issuer, which may be different in
different Länder in Germany.

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. These drivers are loaned to another company
that hires them. Who is responsible for what data?
In this case it is the company that hires the driver or to which the driver is loaned that
is responsible for archiving the driver and vehicle data.

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. They are self-drive contractors. Who is
responsible for what data?
Since the freelance driver acts as a company, and consequently has a company card,
the driver him/herself is responsible for the driver and vehicle data. The driver is
required to archive this data.

What hardware is recommended for reading digital tachographs and what are the
prerequisites?
Tachograph manufacturers Continental VDO and Stoneridge, as well as other
suppliers, provide special solutions. You can order these from our webshop.

Can I also upload the driver card outside my company?
You can upload the driver card anywhere where you have a PC which can access the
internet and which has a card reader connected as long as the necessary usage rights
are available. Alternatively, you can also use Remote Download.

I can't upload my driver card! What am I doing wrong?
You can find information and examples relating to Uploading driver cards from the
menu item "BASIC day-to-day operations".

Can I use any card reader?
Most card readers that are suitable for reading driver cards can be used for the web
portal. We recommend the card reader that you can buy from our webshop.

Why does uploading driver cards or files not work on my PC?
Java must be installed on any PC that will be used for this. You will need Windows
administrator rights to install Java.

How do I add a driver card to a driver that was added manually?
Select the driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add driver
card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the instructions.

What do I need to do if the driver gets a new driver card?
Select the driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add driver
card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the instructions.
If the application for a replacement driver card is made incorrectly or too late, the
issuing office (see driver card number 4c) may incorrectly issue a new driver card
instead of a replacement driver card. A new driver will be created automatically in the
software.

Why is uploading data to the online portal not working?
If problems occur when you try to upload the data to the online portal, check that the
following requirements are met: You will need Administrator rights on the PC and
possibly additional rights for activation. If you do not have these rights, ask your IT
specialists to carry out the following procedure or to check whether it has been carried
out.
1. Go to www.java.com and click on the red "Do I have Java?" button.
2. For security reasons, the latest version should be installed.
3. The browser must be restarted after the installation is complete. All browser
windows must be closed first.
4. In certain circumstances, the installation of Java can be blocked by security
programs. You may see the download but the installation does not start. Please
configure the security programs correspondingly or ask your IT specialists to do so.
5. If you have a specific error message, please see the corresponding question.

What does the message "Authentication required" mean?
In this case, a user name, password and domain are requested in order to enable access
to the internet. Ask your IT specialists for help with this if necessary.

Why can't I upload the driver card?
This problem can have many causes. First check the requirements and setup steps for
the BASIC module. See also the question "Why is uploading data to the online portal
not working?". Then check under "Management > Driver" whether the driver is
registered on the online portal, whether the field "Periods when digital data can be
uploaded" contains a valid time period and whether the driver card has expired or is
damaged. New data cannot be uploaded from a driver card if a driver has never used
the card or not used it for a long time.

What can I do about the error message "Connection to the card reader failed"?
In this case you should disconnect all USB devices, except for external hard drives and
the mouse, from the PC and connect the card reader to a different USB port on the PC.

What does the message "No valid card could be read" mean?
In this case either the card was not inserted into the card reader with the chip facing
the LED, or the chip is defective, or it is not the correct driver card.

What is the minimum required version of Java?
The latest version is required. You can download it for free from www.java.com.

1.1.2 Uploading tachograph data
Uploading vehicle data and driver data (fleet manager)

1. Connect the data storage device (e.g. the OPTAC device or the download key) which
contains the data downloaded and stored from the digital tachograph to the PC.
2. Select the menu item "Upload data > Files".
3. After a short wait, the data storage device is searched automatically. All the vehicle
and driver data that can be uploaded will be shown. With the "Select location" option
you can select any directory on your PC where you also want to store your data. You
can also upload your previously stored data to the online portal in this way.
4. Select which data should be uploaded and then be deleted from the data storage
medium.
5. Click on "Upload/Delete" to start the process. The progress bar will go from left to
right.
6. When the process has completed successfully, the entire progress bar will be green.
Status information for each individual file is included in the "Status" column.
Slide show
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Always select the right fleet!
If several fleets have been set up in the system, select the desired fleet first from the "Select
fleet" menu.

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. These drivers are loaned to another company
that hires them. Who is responsible for what data?
In this case it is the company that hires the driver or to which the driver is loaned that
is responsible for archiving the driver and vehicle data.

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. They are self-drive contractors. Who is
responsible for what data?
Since the freelance driver acts as a company, and consequently has a company card,
the driver him/herself is responsible for the driver and vehicle data. The driver is
required to archive this data.

What hardware is recommended for reading digital tachographs and what are the
prerequisites?
Tachograph manufacturers Continental VDO and Stoneridge provide special solutions.
You can order these from our webshop.

How do I read data and upload it to the web portal with the download key?
1. Connect the download key to the USB port on your computer.
2. Log in as a fleet manager or administrator. N.B. the administrator can only upload
driver data.
3. Click on the menu item "Upload data > Files". This will search for the files which have
been loaded onto the download key.
4. Select "Upload/Delete" to upload the data and then delete it from the download key.
The data is then immediately available for analysis. You can find further information
under "BASIC day-to-day operations > Uploading vehicle/driver data".

Error message 12 appears when reading the digital tachograph using the download key! What
can I do?
If error messages appear when reading the data using a download key, please contact
your VDO supplier.

Four red lights always light up when reading my driver card using the OPTAC device. What
does that mean?
Files ending with ".dat" contain configuration settings and should not be deleted. If
this does happen, it is not enough to just copy the files back across. When you switch
on the OPTAC device, this error is shown by four red lights. The files will be
recreated and the problem should be solved after restarting the device.
If only the "Configuration.dat" file is created and there are still problems, the
"Settings.dat" file needs to be executed manually on the OPTAC device. To do this,
the device may need to be sent back to the supplier.

Can I delete a vehicle from my vehicle list?
Important: It is fundamentally impossible to delete a vehicle!
If you no longer want to have the vehicle in your inventory on the online portal you
can remove it from the schedule. To do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the menu item "Management > Vehicle".
Click on the relevant vehicle.
Go to "Fleet allocation" and enter the desired date under "End date in this fleet".
Then click on "Save" and the vehicle no longer appears in the schedule for the fleet.

Can I delete a driver from my driver list?
Important: It is fundamentally impossible to delete a driver!
If a driver no longer works for your company you can remove the driver from the
schedule. To do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the menu item "Management > Driver".
Select the relevant driver.
Under "Personal information", check the box marked "No schedule notifications".
Then go to "Periods when digital data can be uploaded" on the same page and click
on the "Edit" button. Enter the desired end date.
5. Now the driver is no longer shown on the schedule and no more digital data will be
received for this driver.

How do I solve problems with uploading vehicle files?
Please note that you must be logged into the online portal using the download key,
OPTAC device or other device with fleet manager rights in order to upload vehicle
data. If you are not, the notification "Fleet manager rights required" will be shown. To
find out about setting up this type of user, see the menu item "Setup > Fleet > Creating
users".

I don't see my uploaded driver/vehicle data. How can I show this data?
Make sure that you specify the right period (that includes that data). If you are logged
in as a fleet manager, you can only see the data for the active fleet.

How will the drivers be notified that they need to upload their data?
After logging in, the fleet manager is shown a schedule showing which drivers need
data to be uploaded.

I get an error message when I upload data: "Object does not support this property or method".
What should I do?
In this case, go to the Start menu and click on "Control Panel" or in Internet Explorer
click on "Tools". Open "Internet Options", click on the "Security" tab and select the
appropriate security level. Click on "Custom level..." and enable "Scripting of Java
applets" or select the "Medium-high" or "Standard" security level. Then close all
browser windows and restart the browser.

Why do I not get a progress bar when uploading data even though Java is installed?
In this case, go to the Start menu and click on "Control Panel" or in Internet Explorer
click on "Tools". Open "Internet Options", click on the "Advanced" tab and check
whether the setting "Java (Sun) > Use JRE for applet" is deactivated. In this case you
need to reactivate the setting. Alternatively, you can click on "Reset..." to reset the
browser settings.

Why does a red X appear in the status display when uploading data?
In this case, most likely the file does not contain any activities. Check the
corresponding option for the individual type: For a driver file: The driver may not
have driven with the driver card yet. For a vehicle file: The vehicle may not have been
driven since the new company card was registered in the tachograph. For a download
key: The configuration of the download key was changed and so no more activity
details can be loaded from the tachograph. You can read more details in the manual
supplied with the VDO download key.

Why do I get the message "unknown error" with a red X in the status display when uploading
data?
In this case there is an error in the driver file. If retrying the data read-out does not
work, contact our Support and ask for the file to be checked. Another possibility may
be to configure the read-out device to only read the data from the last X days or since
the last download. You should also get the tachograph memory checked by the

workshop and get the driver card memory checked by the relevant authority for any
damage and get the correct status certified.

Why do I get a red X in the status view and the message "unknown data block" when
uploading data?
If this message is shown in the online portal, there are errors in the vehicle files. If the
same message is shown after retrying the data read-out, contact our Support and ask
for the files to be checked. It may help if you configure the read-out device to only
read the data from the last X days or since the last download. The tachograph memory
often needs to be examined for errors by the workshop and the status needs to be
checked.

1.1.3 Tachograph discs
Reading tachograph discs

1. Click on the menu item "Upload data > Tachograph discs", look for a driver that has
already been added and select the driver by clicking on the driver's name.
2. The "File download" window will open with the question: "Do you want to open or
save this file?" – Click on the "Open" button.
3. The "Tachomanager Disc Capture" window will open outside the browser. If
necessary, select the scanner as the source and the system is ready to scan the
tachograph discs. Place a maximum of 20 tachograph discs in a stack in the upper
feeder of the scanner, centre the tray if necessary and press the "Scan" button to start
scanning.
4. The scan will start after a warm-up phase. The image transfer takes place after each
individual tachograph disc is scanned. You can begin post-processing after the first
image transfer and while the scanning process continues. The image files are
temporarily stored in "[Windows drive]:\scannedDiscs\New" during processing.
5. If a disc is not recognised, the overview image is white. If it is recognised, the image
is red. After processing, it turns green.
6. Check the automatically recognised activity entries on the right side of the table and
change them if there any errors. You can change, add or remove time types with the
mouse and keyboard if you need to.
7. Next enter the start and end values in the white fields for state, date, distance (km) and
vehicle selection in the left-hand column. Use the calendar on the right side to select
the date.

8. Information about the processing to be done is displayed with a red cross in the centre
of the overview image and tips will be overlaid if you hover the mouse pointer over it.
A corresponding error status (e.g. disc not recognised) will be allocated to the
tachograph disc there or a green tick will be shown as the status when processing is
completed.
9. The "Send" button will appear after all of the tachograph discs have been completed.
When you click on this button, all data will be uploaded to the online portal.
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Keyboard shortcuts
The following keyboard shortcuts are available:
Change disc
Previous

"Page up"

Next

"Page down"

Selected activity in the table
Delete activity

"Delete"

Increase time value

"+"

Decrease time value

" -"

Time type

Change

Add

Driving time

Shift+D

d

Rest time

Shift+R

r

Working time

Shift+W

w

Standby time

Shift+S

s

No activity

Shift+N

n

Tips & Tricks

How many tachograph discs can I read in a single scanning process?
You can scan in a maximum of 20 tachograph discs before restarting the process.

Why aren't all the scanned-in tachograph discs shown in the Tachograph Disc Capture
(TDC)?
If not all of the data from the scanned-in tachograph discs is shown, more than 20
tachograph discs were scanned in a single scanning process. You can scan in a
maximum of 20 tachograph discs before restarting the process.

I get the error message "The current file does not appear to contain any valid image data and
will be removed" in the Disc Capture Program. What can I do?
One cause for this can be a misaligned automatic document feeder (ADF) on the
scanner. This produces an incomplete image of the tachograph disc which cannot be
processed by the web portal.
Centre the scanner on the purple-coloured spacers so that there is enough space for the
tachograph disc between them.

Why is nothing happening in the Tachograph Disc Capture Program?
If nothing happens when you click on the "Scan" button, check the lamp on the
scanner. If it is on, select the correct "Scanner source" in the Disc Capture Program. If
that doesn't help, switch the scanner off and switch it on again. Repeat the process.
Alternatively, you can restart the program from "All Programs > Plustek PL1500 >
DocAction (Plustek PL1500)". A small blue icon should appear in the task bar. If the
icon has a red cross the scanner either is not connected or is switched off.
You can restart the PC to solve the problem.

Does an operator need to provide complete documentation and supervision of times on
tachograph discs to the Federal Office for Goods Transport (BAG)?

Council Regulation (EEC) No. 3821/85, paragraph IV a) 2:
If several discs are linked together to increase the continuous recording capacity which
can be achieved without intervention by staff, the links between the various discs must
be made in such a way that there are no breaks in or overlapping of recordings at the
point of transfer from one disc to another.
Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006, Article 10 (4)
Undertakings, consignors, freight forwarders, tour operators, principal contractors,
subcontractors and driver employment agencies shall ensure that contractually agreed

transport time schedules respect this Regulation.
Requirement: Documentation with no overlaps or gaps in timing is required.
Problems: Tachograph discs have overlaps due to:




operator error,
differences between clocks when changing vehicles,
faults in the tachograph:

Conclusion: In theory, the only obligation is to supply the tachograph discs. In
practice, the analysis must also be provided to avoid overlaps and gaps in the
tachograph discs. If you only supply the tachograph discs, the Federal Office for
Goods Transport (BAG), in the best case, will only request corrections for overlaps
and gaps. In the worst case, you will immediately receive a penalty for an infraction
against the articles quoted above. In addition, warnings relating to exceeded limits
must be known so that they can be avoided

Do I need to digitise the tachograph discs from analogue tachographs?
No, you don't need to but we would recommend it. See the question "Does an operator
need to provide complete documentation and supervision of times on tachograph discs
to the Federal Office for Goods Transport (BAG)?" in the "General FAQ" category.
This option saves you a lot of time. You can scan in tachograph discs so that you can
record the analogue driving and rest times digitally in the database. This allows you to
produce unified analyses of both analogue and digital data.

What prerequisites are necessary for using the tachograph disc scanner?
Please contact our Support department about this by email.
Only use modified scanners to read tachograph discs!
For the tachograph disc to be recognised, you need to use a scanner which works with
a black background and which is capable of recognising tachograph discs.

Process tachograph discs correctly!
No files can be sent if any of the tachograph discs are not green on the overview
page. Hover the mouse over the red cross in the overview for the affected tachograph
disc to show tips for further processing. Any correctly described tachograph disc must
have a white block with no data which marks the start or the end.

What tachograph discs should I use for optimal recognition?
We recommend using tachograph discs which have been developed specifically for
automatic recognition by scanners to obtain optimal scanning results. This will keep
the manual post-processing to a minimum.

Why were the time types on my tachograph disc not recognised correctly?
If the time types were incompletely or incorrectly recognised, either you scanned a
tachograph disc which was unsuitable for the scanner or the disc is dirty or damaged.
In order to keep the manual post-processing to a minimum, we recommend using
tachograph discs which have been developed specifically for automatic recognition by
scanners to obtain optimal scanning results.

What is advisable for scanning in tachograph discs for international journeys?
For international journeys, it is advisable to have the driver note the country code on
the tachograph discs since this will be needed for processing.

What is recommended in terms of using tachograph discs if the driver changes vehicles?
If a driver changes vehicles, the driver should not use the same tachograph disc but
should use a new one since only the front side can be read.

1.1.4 Viewing / analysing data
Overviews and analyses
(1) Drivers
By clicking on the menu item "Drivers > File overview" and entering and confirming your search
criteria, you can view and download the uploaded driver data.
At this point, further detailed information about the driver and the driver card, e.g. the expiry date of
the driver card, is available immediately.

The following functions are available for analysing the driver files:

Screenshot (will be translated in the program)
By clicking on the menu item "Drivers > Generate analysis" and entering and confirming your search
criteria, you can view specific analyses. Only drivers that have been allocated to the fleet manager's
fleet are shown in the analysis.
Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006 stipulates that documentation of the driving and rest times must be
provided without gaps. This means that driver activities must be added manually for any time when
no driver card is inserted in the digital tachograph. Since the monitoring authorities place an ever
greater emphasis on the 24 hour traceability of driving times, the analysis also includes where driver
activities have been entered manually. The analysis shows you whether this has actually happened.

By clicking on the menu item "Generate social report" and entering and confirming your search
criteria, you can view the uploaded driver data in relation to infractions. You can show all days or
only the days with infractions in an overview and a detailed analysis. The infractions are divided into
minor or unclassified infraction (!), serious infraction (!!) and very serious infraction (!!!) categories
according to the EU regulation. By producing the social report as a .pdf file (click on the pdf icon in
the overview), the person responsible for the fleet can confirm the instruction of the driver on the
printout with their signature and the date.

These reports give you an opportunity to check the driving and rest times and breaks from
driving pursuant to Regulation (EC) 561/2006.
1. Select the menu item "Drivers > Generate social report".
2. Set the desired time period and driver(s) that you want to produce a report for.
3. Click on the "Generate social report" button. You will see an overview of all
infractions for the selected time period.
4. To see a detailed view of all details and to download the analysis, click on the
"Generate PDF report" button (button at the bottom on the website).
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in the application:
Abbreviation

Description

FU

Break from driving

FU1

Break from driving, 1st part

FU2

Break from driving, 2nd part

LD

Driving period

LZT

Normal daily driving time

LZT+

Extended daily driving time

RT

Normal daily rest time

RT-

Reduced daily rest time

RT1

Normal daily rest time, 1st part

RT2

Normal daily rest time, 2nd part

RW

Normal weekly rest time

RW-

Reduced weekly rest time

LZW

Weekly driving time

LZW2

Driving time in two consecutive weeks

AW

Weekly working time

Notifications from the Regulation
The following notifications from Regulation (EC) 561/2006 are taken into account in the application:
Basis

Art./Para.
No.

Case description

Infraction notification in
the application

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

4.g

The normal daily rest time can be split into
Two-part normal daily rest
2 parts. The first part must be at least 3
time: First/Second part
hours and the second part must be at least
(RT1, RT2) is too short.
9 hours.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

6.1

The daily driving time must be no more
than 9 hours.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

6.1

The extended daily driving time (LZT+) must Extended daily driving time
be no more than 10 hours.
(LZT+) exceeded.

6.1

The daily driving time (LZT) can be
extended a maximum of two times per
week (LZT+).

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

Daily driving time (LZT)
exceeded.

The daily driving time (LZT)
can be extended a
maximum of two times per
week (LZT+).

Basis

Art./Para.
No.

Case description

Infraction notification in
the application

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

6.2

The weekly driving time must be no more
than 56 hours.

Weekly driving time
exceeds 56 hrs.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

6.3

The total driving time over 2 consecutive
weeks must be no more than 90 hours.

Two-week driving time
exceeds 90 hrs.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

7

A driving period must last a maximum of
4.5 hours.

Driving period (LD)
exceeded.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

8.2

The driver must have taken a new daily rest
Daily rest time (RT) not
time within 24 hours after the end of the
within 24 hrs.
previous daily or weekly rest time.

8.2

3 reduced daily rest times have already
been taken this week, then there is a
further rest time which is between 9 and 11 Normal daily rest time (RT)
hours long. This rest time is then
too short.
considered as a normal daily rest time
which, however, is too short.

8.4

The driver must only have only max. 3
reduced daily rest times within 2 weekly
rest times.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

8.6

Weekly rest time (RW) only
A weekly rest time begins at the latest at
after the end of six 24-hour
the end of six 24-hour periods after the end periods. Weekly rest time
(RW) not after six 24-hour
of the previous weekly rest time.
periods.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

8.6

At least two weekly rest times must be
taken in two consecutive weeks.

Two weekly rest times (RW)
not taken in two
consecutive weeks.

Directive
2002/15/EC

4.a

The extended weekly working hours must
be no more than 60 hours.

Extended weekly working
time exceeded.

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

Regulation
(EC)
561/2006

More than three reduced
daily rest times (RT-)
between two weekly rest
times.

If you use the LIVE module, you can see information about a driver's vehicle registration, current
reporting time and current driving time under the menu item "Drivers > Status overview". With this
listing, you have an overview of the driver, which vehicle the driver is currently driving and the
remaining available driving time for the driver. This information is automatically imported from the
LIVE module. If you do not use the LIVE module, these fields remain empty. Additionally, you can see
details of the last archive date and the validity of the driver card.
(2) Vehicles
By clicking on the menu item "Vehicles > File overview" and entering and confirming your search
criteria, you can view and download the uploaded mass data.
At this point, further detailed information about the vehicle is available immediately, e.g. the
software version of the tachograph, the latest and next calibration dates, the company card that the
tachograph is registered with and information about tachograph checks performed by the
monitoring authorities.
The following functions are available for analysing the vehicle files:

Screenshot (will be translated in the program)

By clicking on the menu item "Vehicles > Generate analysis" and entering and confirming your
search criteria, you can view specific analyses.

If you use the LIVE module, you can see information about the current reporting time, mileage,
speed and ignition status under the menu item "Vehicles > Status overview". This information is
automatically imported from the LIVE module. You can set the feature information independently
with specific data about your vehicles under "Management > Vehicle > Vehicle features". If you use
the Remote Download module, you can also see for which vehicles the Remote Download
functionality is available. The Remote Download per vehicle can be started directly from this
overview. If you do not use the LIVE and Remote Download modules, these fields remain empty.
All overviews and analyses can be exported and downloaded in PDF (Adobe Acrobat Reader) and / or
CSV (Excel) format. To view the PDF file, if necessary, you will need to download and install the
Adobe Acrobat Reader program.

Slide show – Generate driver analysis
Slide show – Generate vehicle analysis
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What analyses are available?
There are analyses of all driver and vehicle activities from the uploaded files within
selected time periods with daily summaries. Additionally there are driver evaluations
(social reports) which provide evidence as to whether the drivers have complied with
the requirements pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006.

Are there also graphical representations?
Currently there are no graphical representations in the BASIC module. There is a
graphical representation of the speed in the LIVE module and the submitted location
data is displayed on a geographical map.

Where can I see how an analysis looks?
You can find illustrations of analyses in a slide show under the menu item "BASIC
day-to-day operations > Viewing and analysing data".

Can I also export my data to Excel?
Yes, you can export the analyses in CSV format which can be opened and edited with
Excel.

How long is the data stored?
The data is stored on our servers for 24 months after it is uploaded to the portal.

Can the data also be stored for longer than 24 months?
This is not planned at this time. If you need to, you can download the files in good
time from the file overview and store them somewhere else.

Providing data to the monitoring authority.
1. Select the menu item "Vehicles > File overview" or "Drivers > File overview".
2. Then select the driver or the vehicle and the period for which the inspector has
requested data.
3. Select the data which covers the requested period and download this data onto
your computer. You can transfer the file to the inspector via a USB stick or
other data storage medium.

Why do driver activities change so often?
Fundamentally, that is how the data is recorded by the tachograph. Frequent changes
in activity are normal and for the most part happen automatically with digital
tachographs. For example, the device automatically switches to driving when starting
up and most switch to working time when stopping. If the right time type is not set
automatically, it must be corrected by the driver. The PDF social report provides an
overview which totals up and filters the individual activities. Interruptions to driving
time of less than 15 minutes are never counted as a break pursuant to Regulation (EC)
No. 561/2006.
What does the new "1 minute rule" mean?
Since 2012, there has been the "1 minute rule" for new digital tachographs from
DTCO® 2.1. This rule states that a tachograph minute is only recorded as driving time
if driving is the activity which lasts longest during this minute.
This saves valuable minutes e.g. on distribution rounds, in traffic jams, at customs
clearance or when manoeuvring at the loading ramp.

What analyses are available?
There are analyses of all driver and vehicle activities from the uploaded files within
selected time periods with daily summaries. Additionally there are driver evaluations
(social reports) which provide evidence as to whether the drivers have complied with
the requirements pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006.

Why do I need to spend time on social reports?
Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006 came into force on 11 April 2007. Carriers must
actively monitor whether their drivers comply with driving and rest times and they
must provide evidence in writing. The social report allows you to deal with this in a
simple way. You can remind your drivers with corresponding information in the report
and meet your monitoring obligations with the signature in the analysis.

Why do I have a rest time infraction in my social report?
For individual drivers, there are two ways to organise the day for maximum driving
hours and including the rest times.
1. Driving 4.5h > Break 45 min > Driving 4.5h
2. Driving 2h > Break 15 min > Driving 2.5h > Break 30 min > Driving 4.5h
Check the infraction on the basis of the legal regulations and, if necessary, the detailed
analyses under "Drivers > Generate analysis". See also the answer to the question
"Where do I find legal regulations relating to this topic?" in the "General FAQ"
section.

1.2 BASIC – Setup
BASIC Getting started guide: Setup

BASIC is an online service that stores and analyses data from an analogue or digital
tachograph. The service is provided by a constantly-available service centre and can be used
via the internet using secured connections. This allows you to upload the data from the
tachograph and make that data available exclusively to you in your company. This guide is for
all users of BASIC and describes the one-time setup procedure.
There are the following types of users with differing responsibilities and access rights:



An administrator is responsible for setting up other users, fleets and vehicles.






A fleet manager is responsible for the data for the vehicles and drivers of one or more
fleets.
A service manager is responsible for scanning in and first processing of the tachograph
discs.
A service partner is responsible for managing their customers' data.
A driver, as a user, can upload his/her own driver card and view his/her own data.

An administrator can also take on the role of the fleet manager, and a fleet manager can act
for the drivers. Both can carry out the role of a service manager.
Tips & Tricks

What do I need to be able to use the web portal?
You must be logged in to the web portal. To do this, you need to be registered. You
will also need an internet-connected PC (Windows Vista or later) and Internet
Explorer (version 7 or later) or Firefox (version 3.5). You can find the appropriate
hardware for reading the driver and vehicle data in our webshop.

How do I add a driver card to a driver that was added manually?
Select a driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add driver
card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the instructions.

What do I need to do if the driver gets a new driver card?
Select the driver from the menu item "Management > Drivers". Click on "Add driver
card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the instructions.
If the application for a replacement driver card is made incorrectly or too late, the
issuing office (see driver card number 4c) may incorrectly issue a new driver card
instead of a replacement driver card. A new driver will be created automatically in the
software. A solution to this problem is already in progress.

Using several user rights variants.
Rights should always be assigned individually to a user. The user is either an
administrator, a fleet manager, a service manager or a service partner. Assigning
several rights can cause problems with the display since the functionality of one right
can interfere with or cancel out the functionality of another.

What prerequisites are required for using the BASIC module?
You can find the prerequisites in the online help under "Setting up BASIC >
Prerequisites for BASIC".

1.2.1 – Registration
Registering on the online portal

The free, one-time registration for using BASIC takes place on the online portal. To register,
click on the company logo at the top left.
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What payment methods are available?
The following payment methods are valid for using the web portal:








VISA Card (Europe-wide)
MasterCard (Europe-wide)
Carte Bleue / e-Carte Bleue (France)
Laser Card (Ireland)
ELV - Elektronisches Lastschriftverfahren - direct debit from a German account
(Germany)
Individual direct debit without signature (The Netherlands)
SEPA

What is the minimum contract period for BASIC?
There is no minimum contract period. You can stop using BASIC at any time. You
can access your data at any time for 24 months.

Is there a monthly fee for BASIC?
No, there is no monthly fee. You only pay for the uploaded vehicle data.

Where can I register?
You can register on the website to obtain a username and password that you can use to
log in. Please note the corresponding conditions of use.

Why can't I log into the web portal after registering?
1. First you must register on the website.
2. After you register, you will receive an activation email from us with an activation link.
Click on this link to activate your account.
See also the "Setup > Activation" topic in the product help.

I've forgotten my password.
If you forget your password, you can reset it using the "Forgotten password" function
on the home page of the web portal. Enter your customer number, username and email
address and we will send you a new password.

I have forgotten my username
If you forget your username, first try the combination of the first letter of your first
name and your complete surname. If this combination would result in a username
shorter than 8 characters, please contact Support.
Example username: Frank Fiedeler=FFiedeler

Changing a password as an administrator.
1. Select a user from the menu item "Management > User". Click on the name to edit
the selected user.
2. You can assign a new password under "User reference". The password must be at
least 8 characters long!
3. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the password change.

Changing a password as a fleet manager.
1. You can find your user profile under the menu item "Management > User". Here you
can assign a new password which must consist of at least 8 characters.
2. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the password change.

1.2.2 – Activation
Activating the program (Administrator role)
Your username and password will not work without activation.
1. After you have registered to use BASIC on the online portal you will receive an email as
confirmation. Open the "Account activation" email. Go to the "Link for activating your
account" which will open in your browser. You will be shown a notification that your account
has been activated and a link to the login page. If you have already used the activation link,
the account cannot be activated again.
2. Please retain at least the username and the email address we have on file for your records.
You will need these for the "Forgotten password?" function.
3. Open the program on the online portal and log in with your customer number, username and
password. You are then automatically registered and logged in as an administrator.
Slide show
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Why can't I log into the web portal after registering?
1. First you must register on the website.
2. After you register, you will receive an activation email from us with an
activation link. Click on this link to activate your account.
See also the "Setup > Activation" topic in the product help.

1.2.3 – Adding fleets/users
Adding fleets/users (Administrator role)

This step is required so that vehicle data can be uploaded or so that a Service Manager
can scan in tachograph discs.

1. A fleet of vehicles is added for you as a user under the menu item "Management >
Fleets" with the default name "Fleet01". Click on "Fleet01" to change the default
name. You can also create any number of fleets under "Add fleet".
2. You can find the option "Add user" under the menu item "Management > User".
There you can set up new users with the corresponding data and with rights as a "Fleet
manager", "Administrator" or "Service manager". If you do not assign any rights in the
above-mentioned fields, the user will not be able to log in. Using the second option
"Add a driver as a user", you give an already registered driver the rights to log into the
online portal with their own username and password, to upload their own driver card
and to view only their own data.
 The entries under "User reference" will later represent
the user's login. For fleet managers, click on the fleets
that the fleet manager will manage under "Managed
fleets". The "Service manager" user account only
enables the user to read and edit tachograph discs.
 By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the creation
of the new user.
3. Provide the new user (Administrator, Fleet manager, Service manager, Driver) with
their login details (customer number, username, password). The user then continues
with the corresponding section of this guide. The password can be changed as needed.
You can find help at the following link: "Questions about using BASIC > Changing
a password". If the fleet manager is responsible for more than one fleet, he/she must
select the fleet for which vehicle data are to be uploaded after logging in.
Slide show
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Using several user rights variants.
Rights should always be assigned individually to a user. The user is either an
administrator, a fleet manager or a service manager. Assigning several rights can
cause problems with the display since the functionality of one right can interfere with
or cancel out the functionality of another.

What is the "Add driver as user" function for?
A user with "Administrator" rights can add drivers as users with "Driver" rights. You
can set up separate access for each driver via the menu: "Management > Driver > Add
driver as user". These drivers now have "Driver" rights and therefore can upload their
own driver cards and view only their own data.

1.2.4 – Problems with uploading
The makers of Java and the Firefox browser have decided to introduce additional
measures.

protection

Therefore we recommend that you first uninstall all versions of Java, then perform a new installation
and only enable Java for our sites.
You will need Windows administrator rights to carry out the following steps.
Contact your IT manager if you have any questions.
1. To uninstall Java on Windows XP, go to "Control Panel > Software". On Windows Vista, Windows 7
or later go to "Control Panel > Programs and Features".
2. Go to http://www.java.com, download Java and install it.
3. Close all browser windows, wait a short time and then reopen the browser.
4. Log into our portal with your customer data.
5. Now if you use "Upload data > Files", "Upload data > Driver cards" or "Management > Driver > Add
driver", you must click on the red plugin icon in the top left and then click on "Enable all plugins" ->
"Always enable plugins on this website".

1.2.5 – Adding drivers with driver cards
Registering drivers with driver cards (Fleet manager or Administrator roles)

This step is only necessary for uploading driver cards via the card reader. Uploading
files (e.g. via OPTAC or download key) happens without prior registration of the driver
via their card.
1. Connect the card reader to the PC via the USB port.
2. Register the driver via "Management > Driver" using "Add driver". Confirm the
security prompt in the browser and confirm the installation. Now insert the driver card

into the card reader. Make sure that the chip on the driver card faces the side of the
card reader which has an LED.
3. Enter the required data. Under the menu item "Add a period for data to b received"
enter the start date and, if applicable, the end date of the period during which the
driver was working, is working or will be working for your company. Click on the
"Add driver" button. Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*). Additionally,
you can assign the driver to a fleet.
4. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the creation of the new driver. The data can
now be uploaded, e.g. by the fleet manager or the driver.
5. You can display and modify the drivers you have added via the menu item
"Management > Driver" after entering and confirming your search criteria. Here you
can also change the periods during which the driver was working, is working or will
be working for your company. If from now on there should be "No schedule
notifications", you can select this option.
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1.2.6 – Registering drivers without driver cards
Registering drivers without driver cards (Fleet manager or Administrator roles)

This function is only intended for drivers who drive vehicles with analogue
tachographs.
1. Go to the menu item "Management > Driver > Add driver manually".
2. Enter the required data. All required fields are marked with an asterisk (*).
Additionally, you can assign the driver to a fleet.
3. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the creation of the new driver.
4. You can display and modify the driver data you have added via the menu item
"Management > Driver" after entering and confirming your search criteria. If from
now on there should be "No schedule notifications", you can select this option.

For the change-over to digital tachographs, a driver card can be added for a manually
added driver via the menu item "Management > Driver" by clicking on "Add driver
card".
Slide show
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1.2.7 – Manually adding vehicles
Manually adding vehicles (Fleet manager or Administrator role)

This function is only intended for vehicles with analogue tachographs.

1. Go to the menu item "Management > Vehicle > Add vehicle manually".
2. Enter the required data. All required fields are marked with an asterisk (*).
Additionally, you can assign the vehicle to a fleet.
3. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the creation of the new vehicle.
4. You can display and modify the vehicles you have added via "Management >
Vehicle" after entering and confirming your search criteria.
Slide show
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Only add vehicles manually if they have analogue tachographs!
Manually adding vehicles is only necessary for vehicles with analogue tachographs.
Vehicles with digital tachographs are automatically added when uploading the vehicle
file (= bulk memory file). To read how to add vehicles manually, see the menu item
"Setting up BASIC > Manually adding vehicles" in the product help.

1.2.8 – Assigning drivers to fleets
Assigning drivers to fleets

Under the menu item "Management > Fleets / Assign drivers to fleets" you, as an
Administrator, can allocate all drivers to the fleet manager's current fleet. Only the allocated
drivers will then be shown under "Driver > Generate analysis". A fleet manager can only
assign drivers to their own fleet. Alternatively, the assignment can also be changed under
"Management > Driver > Select driver".
Slide show
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1.2.9 – Reading tachograph discs
Preparing for reading tachograph discs
This step is only possible after the recommended scanner has been connected to the PC and the
drivers and software have been installed from the scanner CD.

Go to the website
http://www.java.com/download/, download Java and install it.
Make sure that you select the correct version for your operating system.
Slide show
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Only use modified scanners to read tachograph discs!
For the tachograph disc to be recognised, you need to use a scanner which works with
a black background and which is capable of recognising tachograph discs.

What tachograph discs should I use for optimal recognition?
We recommend using tachograph discs which have been developed specifically for
automatic recognition by scanners to obtain optimal scanning results. This will keep
the manual post-processing to a minimum.

1.2.10 – Setting up / changing your payment method
Setting up and changing your payment method (Administrator role)

You can find the "Edit payment method" option under the menu item "Management >
Company". Here you can make changes to your payment method and/or your bank account
details.

1.2.11 – Prerequisites for BASIC
Prerequisites for BASIC


a free, one-time registration and activation for your company on the website for the web
portal.



vehicles equipped with an analogue or digital tachograph.



tachographs correctly installed by a specialist workshop.



read-out devices for the driver and vehicle data from the digital tachographs (card reader
and download key or OPTAC device).



If you still use vehicles with an analogue tachograph, you will require a tachograph disc
scanner as well as tachograph discs developed specifically for the scanner for automatic
recognition. You will also need to have Java installed on your PC. See:
http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp



a PC with an internet connection (e.g. DSL, ISDN, dial-up)
Microsoft Windows Vista or later



a web browser for setting up and using the program = Internet Explorer 8 or later or Mozilla
Firefox 3 or later



Windows administrator rights for this PC and, if necessary, rights for editing or changing
security settings in your company network.



Java with at least Version 6 Update 12 installed however, for security reasons, the most
recent version is recommended. See: http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp. This
component enables communication between the hardware and the online portal and it is
required for uploading driver and vehicle files with the aid of the hardware (card reader,
download key, OPTAC device). You will need administrator rights on your PC to be able to
install Java. If you have problems, ask your IT specialist to install and enable it. Using USB
devices must also be enabled for the user.

1.3 FAQs about BASIC functionality

What does the BASIC module offer?
1. The web portal stores your data in the central database. Only you, as the user,
have access to the data and your data is guaranteed to be available for 24
months after upload.
2. The portal makes various analyses available to you which give you an
overview of the use of your vehicles and your drivers' infractions. Analyses
can be provided for both digital and analogue tachographs.
3. The web portal includes a schedule which shows the sequence of the time
period in which you need to upload data.

Can site administrators see the data in the web portal?
No, only the owner of the data has access to the data.

Can I upload my old data to the web portal?
You can upload your old data from the months before the start of your registration free
of charge and produce analyses of the data as long as your previous tachograph
software outputs this data in the format prescribed by the EU. The portal can import
files with file names ending in ".DDD", ".V1B", ".C1B", ".TGD" or ".ESM".

What is the minimum contract period for BASIC?
There is no minimum contract period. You can stop using BASIC at any time. You
can access your data at any time for 24 months.

Is there a monthly fee for BASIC?
No, there is no monthly fee. You only pay for the uploaded vehicle data.

What analyses are available?
There are analyses of all driver and vehicle activities from the uploaded files within
selected time periods with daily summaries. Additionally there are driver evaluations
(social reports) which provide evidence as to whether the drivers have complied with
the requirements pursuant to EU Regulation 561/2006.

Are there also graphical representations?
Currently there are no graphical representations in the BASIC module. There is a
graphical representation of the speed in the LIVE module and the submitted location
data is displayed on a geographical map.

I already have other software – why should I use the program?
The program is an innovative solution for tachographs. The software is secure, fast
and simple. New software versions don't require effort on your part – it's always
online and up to date.
The software integrates a proven rights-management system for your fleet manager,
dispatchers, drivers, management and other employees and provides corresponding
online help for you.
You can upload data anywhere – including from home or en route – and it doesn't
matter whether the data comes from digital tachographs, tachograph discs or driver

cards. The portal is compatible with any device which can output the legally compliant
file format. The software looks for files with file names ending in ".DDD", ".V1B",
".C1B", ".TGD" or ".ESM".
You can view the data anywhere where you have access to the internet. Both
individual analyses of the drivers and vehicles and social reports for drivers about
serious infractions pursuant to EC Regulation 561/2006 are available.
These are not linked to a specific PC, and so your files cannot be destroyed by a virus
and/or hardware problems. You don't need to worry about backing up or retrieving the
data, which may be the case for other software if it only backs up the data to the PC.
After uploading, you can see the next readout dates on the schedule.
The service is designed to be particularly good value for money, whether for large
companies, freight forwarding companies or logistics service providers. This protects
you and your drivers from high fines and penalties when there are checks by the police
or other monitoring authorities.

Do I need to digitise the tachograph discs from analogue tachographs?
No, you don't need to but we would recommend it. See "Does an operator need to
provide complete documentation and supervision of times on tachograph discs to the
monitoring authorities?" in the "General FAQ" category. This option saves you a lot of
time. You can scan in tachograph discs so that you can record the analogue driving
and rest times digitally in the database. This allows you to produce unified analyses of
both analogue and digital data.

Can I also upload the driver card outside my company?
You can upload the driver card anywhere where you have a PC which can access the
internet and which has a card reader connected as long as the necessary usage rights
are available. Alternatively, you can also use Remote Download.

Where can I see how an analysis looks?
You can find illustrations of analyses in a slide show under the menu item "BASIC
day-to-day operations > Viewing and analysing data".

Where can I see how many more hours my driver can drive?
Current information is shown in the LIVE module for drivers who are driving a
vehicle which is equipped for the LIVE module.

Can I also export my data to Excel?
Yes, you can export the analyses in CSV format which can be opened and edited with
Excel.

Is my data really secure?
Yes. When you upload the data, it is stored in several locations in two separate data
centres. These data centres are highly specialised in terms of security and
confidentiality and meet the highest standards in the field. The data is completely safe
and secure, it cannot be accessed by third parties and it is monitored by our security
experts.

How long is the data stored?
The data is stored on our servers for 24 months after it is uploaded to the portal.

Can the data also be stored for longer than 24 months?
This is not planned at this time. If you need to, you can download the files in good
time (before the files are deleted after 24 months) from the file overview and store
them somewhere else.

Can I use any card reader?
Most card readers that are suitable for reading driver cards can be used for the web
portal. We recommend the card reader that you can buy from our webshop.

Only use modified scanners to read tachograph discs!
For the tachograph disc to be recognised, you need to use a scanner which works with
a black background and which is capable of recognising tachograph discs.

Can I also download the data to my PC?
Yes. You can download both the original files and the analyses generated as PDF or
CSV files and save them on your computer.

How will the drivers be notified that they need to upload their data?
After logging in, the fleet manager is shown a schedule showing which drivers need
data to be uploaded.

How can I produce a speed analysis?
Location data is not provided with the input tachograph data and speed data is only
provided for 24 hours, so a display in the BASIC module would not be meaningful. In
the LIVE module, this additional information is available via the box.

Masternaut E.Novation takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for the accuracy of the
legal information provided in the FAQs. If you have any questions or if anything is unclear,
you should consult your local competent authority. Please let us known if you think any
information is missing or if you are unsatisfied with the description.

1.4 FAQs about setting up BASIC

Masternaut E.Novation takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for the accuracy of the
legal information provided in the FAQs. If you have any questions or if anything is unclear,
you should consult your local competent authority. Please let us known if you think any
information is missing or if you are unsatisfied with the description.

What do I need to be able to use the web portal?
You must be logged in to the web portal. To do this, you need to be registered. You
will also need an internet-connected PC (Windows XP or later) and Internet Explorer
(version 7 or later) or Firefox (version 3.5). Additionally, you will need the
appropriate hardware for reading the driver and vehicle data.

How many tachograph discs can I read in a single scanning process?
You can scan in a maximum of 20 tachograph discs before restarting the process.

Why aren't all the scanned-in tachograph discs shown in the Tachograph Disc Capture
(TDC)?
If not all of the data from the scanned-in tachograph discs is shown, more than 20
tachograph discs were scanned in a single scanning process. You can scan in a
maximum of 20 tachograph discs before restarting the process.

Always select the right fleet!
If several fleets have been set up in the system, select the desired fleet first from the
"Select fleet" menu.

Where can I change my bank account details?
If your bank account details change, you will need to provide the new account details
on the web portal under the menu item "Management > Company > Payment method".
Note:
If the currently valid bank account details have not been provided at the time of the
next billing and a direct debit is rejected, a bank fee will be charged in addition to the
accrued usage fee.

What is a manifest?
A manifest contains a monthly overview of all uploaded data.

Where do I find the manifests?
You need to be logged in as an "Administrator" and data must have been uploaded to
the portal in the preceding month. You can view your manifests under the menu item
"Management > Company".

What information does the invoice contain?
The invoice covers the following services:


the uploaded vehicle data

How do you move a vehicle into another fleet?
1. When logged in as an administrator, add the desired fleet using the menu item
"Management > Fleet" and specify the fleet manager or assign the rights for
the new fleet to an existing fleet manager.
2. Set an end date for the vehicle in the old fleet in the schedule.
3. Now log in as the relevant fleet manager.
4. Select the desired new fleet and upload the vehicle data via the menu item
"Upload data > Files".

The times shown on the web portal are different from the local time. Why?
The time on all digital tachographs is set to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The
local time for Germany during summer time, for example, is UTC + 2 hours. The web
portal analyses the data supplied by the tachographs and shows the times in UTC.
Local time is only shown in the program for the tachograph discs and in the LIVE
view. For further information, see the manual supplied with your digital tachograph.

I have a vehicle that doesn't stop at my location. What hardware do I need?
If you read out the vehicle data using an OPTAC or a download key, you need to have
a company card on site. Additionally, for a download key, the device can only read a
maximum of one driver card per operation and must always read out the tachograph's
bulk memory, which takes valuable time. If you want to avoid these disadvantages, the
Remote Download possibility is also available.

Where can I register?
You can register on the website to obtain a username and password that you can use to
log in. Please note the corresponding conditions of use.

I can't upload my driver card! What am I doing wrong?
You can find information and examples relating to uploading driver cards from the
menu item "BASIC day-to-day operations".

Why can't I log into the web portal after registering?
1. First you must register on the website.
2. After you register, you will receive an activation email with an activation link.
Click on this link to activate your account.
See also the menu item "Setup > Activation".

How do I read data and upload it to the web portal with the download key?
1. Connect the download key to the USB port on your computer.
2. Log in as a fleet manager or administrator. N.B. the administrator can only
upload driver data.
3. Click on the menu item "Upload data > Files". This will search for the files
which have been loaded onto the download key.
4. Select "Upload/Delete" to upload the data and then delete it from the download
key. The data is then immediately available for analysis. You can find further
information under "BASIC day-to-day operations > Uploading vehicle/driver
data".

Error message 12 appears when reading the digital tachograph using the download key! What
can I do?
If error messages appear when reading the data using a download key, please contact
your VDO supplier.

Four red lights always light up when reading my driver card using the OPTAC device. What
does that mean?
Files ending with ".dat" contain configuration settings and should not be deleted. If
this does happen, it is not enough to just copy the files back across. When you switch
on the OPTAC device, this error is shown by four red lights. The files will be
recreated and the problem should be solved after restarting the device.
If only the "Configuration.dat" file is created and there are still problems, the
"Settings.dat" file needs to be executed manually on the OPTAC device. To do this,
the device may need to be sent back to the supplier.

Why do I have a rest time infraction in my social report?
For individual drivers, there are two ways to organise the day for maximum driving
hours and including the rest times.
1. Driving 4.5h > Break 45 min > Driving 4.5h

2. Driving 2h > Break 15 min > Driving 2.5h > Break 30 min > Driving 4.5h
Check the infraction on the basis of the legal regulations and, if necessary, the detailed
analyses under "Drivers > Generate analysis".

Can I delete a vehicle from my vehicle list?
Important: It is fundamentally impossible to delete a vehicle!
If you no longer want to have the vehicle in your inventory on the online portal you
can remove it from the schedule. To do this:
1. Click on the menu item "Management > Vehicle".
2. Click on the relevant vehicle.
3. Go to "Fleet allocation" and enter the desired date under "End date in this
fleet".
4. Then click on "Save" and the vehicle no longer appears in the schedule for the
fleet.

Can I delete a driver from my driver list?
Important: It is fundamentally impossible to delete a driver!
If a driver no longer works for your company you can remove the driver from the
schedule. To do this:
1. Click on the menu item "Management > Driver".
2. Select the relevant driver.
3. Under "Personal information", check the box marked "No schedule
notifications".
4. Then go to "Periods when digital data can be uploaded" on the same page and
click on the "Edit" button. Enter the desired end date.
5. Now the driver is no longer shown on the schedule and no more digital data
will be received for this driver.

Providing data to the monitoring authority.
1. Select the menu item "Vehicles > File overview" or "Drivers > File overview".
2. Then select the driver or the vehicle and the period for which the inspector has
requested data.
3. Select the data which covers the requested period and download this data onto
your computer. You can then transfer the file to the inspector via a USB stick
or other data storage medium.

Where can I buy hardware for reading digital tachographs?
You can order the recommended hardware from our webshop.

Process tachograph discs correctly!
No files can be sent if any of the tachograph discs are not green on the overview
page. Hover the mouse over the red cross in the overview for the affected tachograph
disc to show tips for further processing. Any correctly described tachograph disc must
have a white block with no data which marks the start or the end.

I've forgotten my password.
If you forget your password, you can reset it using the "Forgotten password" function
on the home page of the web portal. Enter your customer number, username and email
address and we will send you a new password.

I have forgotten my username
If you forget your username, first try the combination of the first letter of your first
name and your complete surname. If this combination would result in a username
shorter than 8 characters, please contact Support.
Example username: Frank Fiedeler=FFiedeler

Changing a password as an administrator.
1. Select the relevant user from the menu item "Management > User". Click on
the name to edit the selected user.
2. You can assign a new password under "User reference". The password must be
at least 8 characters long!
3. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the password change.

Changing a password as a fleet manager.
1. You can find your user profile under the menu item "Management > User".
Here you can assign a new password which must consist of at least 8
characters.
2. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the password change.

Only add vehicles manually if they have analogue tachographs!
Adding vehicles is only necessary for vehicles with analogue tachographs. Vehicles
with digital tachographs are automatically added when uploading the vehicle file (=
bulk memory file). To read how to add vehicles manually, see the menu item "Setting
up BASIC > Manually adding vehicles".

Why does uploading driver cards or files not work on my PC?
Java must be installed on any PC that will be used for this. You will need Windows
administrator rights to install Java.

How do I add a driver card to a driver that was added manually?
Select the driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add driver
card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the instructions.

What do I need to do if the driver gets a new driver card?
Select the relevant driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add
driver card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the
instructions.
If the application for a replacement driver card is made incorrectly or too late, the
issuing office (see driver card number 4c) may incorrectly issue a new driver card
instead of a replacement driver card. A new driver will be created automatically in the
software.

Ordering the recommended hardware.
Order the hardware on offer from our webshop.

What tachograph discs should I use for optimal recognition?
We recommend using tachograph discs which have been developed specifically for
automatic recognition by scanners to obtain optimal scanning results. This will keep
the manual post-processing to a minimum.

Using several user rights variants.
Rights should always be assigned individually to a user. The user is either an
administrator, a fleet manager or a service manager. Assigning several rights can
cause problems with the display since the functionality of one right can disturb or
cancel out the functionality of another.

I have further questions or I need support.
Get in touch with our colleagues in Support and Sales.

Why is uploading data to the online portal not working?
If problems occur when you try to upload the data to the online portal, check that the
following requirements are met: You will need Administrator rights on the PC and
possibly additional rights for activation. If you do not have these rights, ask your IT
specialists to carry out the following procedure or to check whether it has been carried
out.
1. Go to www.java.com and click on the red "Do I have Java?" button.
2. For security reasons, the latest version should be installed.
3. The browser must be restarted after the installation is complete. All browser
windows must be closed first.
4. In certain circumstances, the installation of Java can be blocked by security
programs. You may see the download but the installation does not start. Please
configure the security programs correspondingly or ask your IT specialists to do so.
5. If you have a specific error message, please see the corresponding question.

I get an error message when I upload data: "Object does not support this property or method".
What should I do?
In this case, go to the Start menu and click on "Control Panel" or in Internet Explorer
click on "Tools". Open "Internet Options", click on the "Security" tab and select the
appropriate security level. Click on "Custom level..." and enable "Scripting of Java
applets" or select the "Medium-high" or "Standard" security level. Then close all
browser windows and restart the browser.

Why do I not get a progress bar when uploading data even though Java is installed?
In this case, go to the Start menu and click on "Control Panel" or in Internet Explorer
click on "Tools". Open "Internet Options", click on the "Advanced" tab and check
whether the setting "Java (Sun) > Use JRE for applet" is deactivated. In this case you

need to reactivate the setting. Alternatively, you can click on "Reset..." to reset the
browser settings.

Why does a red X appear in the status display when uploading data?
In this case, most likely the file does not contain any activities. Check the
corresponding option for the individual type: For a driver file: The driver may not
have driven with the driver card yet. For a vehicle file: The vehicle may not have been
driven since the new company card was registered in the tachograph. For a download
key: The configuration of the download key was changed and so no more activity
details can be loaded from the tachograph. You can read more details in the manual
supplied with the VDO download key.

Why do I get the message "unknown error" with a red X in the status display when uploading
a driver file?
In this case there is an error in the driver file. If retrying the data read-out does not
work, contact our Support and ask for the file to be checked. Another possibility may
be to configure the read-out device to only read the data from the last X days or since
the last download. You should also get the tachograph memory checked by the
workshop and get the driver card memory checked by the relevant authority for any
damage and get the correct status certified.

Why do I get a red X in the status view and the message "unknown data block" when
uploading data?
If this message is shown in the online portal, there are errors in the vehicle files. If the
same message is shown after retrying the data read-out, contact our Support and ask
for the files to be checked. It may help if you configure the read-out device to only
read the data from the last X days or since the last download. The tachograph memory
often needs to be examined for errors by the workshop and the status needs to be
checked.

2. LIVE
2.1 LIVE – Day-to-day operations
LIVE day-to-day operations

A vehicle box with a SIM card installed is directly connected to the digital tachograph
(D8/Info interface) in the vehicle. Additionally, the data must also be archived according to
the statutory archiving regulations. Whenever the activity changes, and at the latest every 15
minutes, this vehicle box transmits the current data packet relating to driver activities, vehicle
information and vehicle location data from the digital tachograph to the online portal at 2minute intervals. This allows the dispatcher to view the current vehicle locations, driver
activities, speeds and notifications in the LIVE module in real-time on a geographic map (lefthand side) and in a table (right-hand side) including the current driving and rest times and the
remaining available driving time for the drivers.
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Timely warnings before penalties!
If a driver forgets to insert his/her driver card, the warning "Driving without driver
card" is automatically displayed in the "Notifications" tab from the tachograph. You
can inform the driver immediately and thus avoid penalties.

Differences in the date and time display!
The date and time displayed in the LIVE module is converted to the local time zone
and, if necessary, to the local summer/winter time for the vehicle's location.

Exporting LIVE data!
Data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format once the data
has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or after midnight
(UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data.

Calculate your driver's remaining driving time!
Calculating the current driving time remaining for your drivers is based on inputting
all of the data into the web portal. The driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned
in or manually input before changing between analogue and digital tachographs

because gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time, which can lead to differing results
in calculating the remaining driving time.

How do we define real-time operation?
According to DIN 44300, this is a computer system operation in which electronic data
processing programs are always ready for operation so that results are available within
a predefined time span. Data for this can occur at random times, at predefined
intervals or due to external events.

Obligation to perform driver and vehicle data read-outs!
Important: Since the legislator only recognises certified interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the driver and vehicle data still
exists.

Log into the LIVE module as a fleet manager!
In order to be able to use the LIVE module, you must be logged into the web portal as
a user with fleet manager rights.

I have further questions or I need support.
Get in touch with our colleagues in Support and Sales.

What prerequisites are required for using the LIVE module?
You can find the prerequisites in the online help under "Setting up LIVE >
Prerequisites for LIVE".

What does the LIVE module include?
The LIVE module is an expansion of the BASIC module which makes the current,
real-time driver and vehicle data from the tachograph and GPS available to the
dispatcher at any time.

Why should I use the LIVE module?
Using the LIVE module it is simpler to comply with the obligations to organise the
drivers according to the driving and rest times regulation laid down in Regulation (EC)
561/2006, article 10, paragraph 2.
The dispatcher already sees infractions a few minutes after they occur. These can
result in high penalties according to the catalogue of fines and penalties in the driving
regulations. Furthermore, penalties can still be issued months later. Avoiding errors by
means of real-time data can mean that official checks go faster, are less complicated
and have fewer bad consequences, which means that all sides stand to gain from this
solution.

What are the possible advantages of the LIVE module?











Time and cost savings (e.g. telephone bills, tolls, fuel)
Reducing staff workloads, using vehicles and drivers more efficiently
Better service and quality for customers (e.g. information requests,
coordination)
Prompt reactions to navigation and delivery errors (e.g. traffic jams, wrong
destination)
Timely rescheduling of routes and improved adherence to scheduled
appointments
Reduced use of forbidden routes (e.g. toll roads)
Historic data from the previous 14 days (including mileage)
Data export (CSV, PDF) for use in other programs
Vehicle tracking and tracing
Fast detection of vehicle theft

What functions does the LIVE module have?








Transmitting real-time data from the digital tachograph and GPS
Displaying vehicle locations on a map
Displaying vehicle-specific information (driving time remaining, next rest
time, shift mileage, total mileage, current activity, speed and direction,
notifications with warnings and infractions)
Displaying driver-specific information (shift start time, start of the next daily
rest period, driving time remaining, minimum duration for the next break,
weekly driving time remaining, minimum weekly rest time, as well as start and
end times for and duration of an activity)
History for the previous 14 days

What is the remaining driving time calculation based on and what do I need to bear in mind?
The calculation of the remaining driving time is based on the data uploaded for the
previous week, the current data received from the auxiliary module and the social
report algorithms. Therefore the driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned in or
manually input before switching to a vehicle with a LIVE module. This particularly
affects switching from analogue and digital tachographs that are not equipped with the
LIVE module. If you do not do this, the gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time,
which can lead to differing results.

Is using the LIVE module permitted by law in Germany?
In terms of labour law, there are no misgivings about installing location software.
Employers must know where their staff stop due to their duty of care. In this function,
it serves to protect the employees themselves and in this respect, the duty of care is
more important than the employees' personal freedom of movement. The company is
the owner of the vehicles and is obligated to protect company property. However, the
installation does require the agreement of any company works council under the
German co-determination law.

Are the LIVE data included in the other analyses?
Yes, if the driver or co-driver removes their driver card, the LIVE data is converted to
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and is included in the analyses under "Driver >
Generate analysis" and "Driver > Generate social report". The same also happens at
midnight (UTC). The LIVE data is stored in the analyses until it is overwritten with
certified data uploaded from the driver card or a driver file.

How often is the data updated in the LIVE module?
Whenever the activity changes to “Driving” or “Break/Rest time”, and at the latest
every 15 minutes, this vehicle box transmits the current data packet relating to driver
activities, vehicle information and location data from the digital tachograph to the
online portal at 2-minute intervals.

Can the data be exported from the LIVE module?
Once the data has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or
after midnight (UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data,
data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format.

What do I need to be able to use the LIVE module?
You can find the prerequisites in the online help under "Setting up LIVE >
Prerequisites for LIVE".

Where can I order the LIVE module?
Please get in touch with our colleagues in Sales.

What vehicles are shown in the LIVE module?
All vehicles which are in the previously selected fleet and which are equipped with a
vehicle box are shown.

What user rights do I need to have for the LIVE module in the online portal?
You will need to have "fleet manager" rights. To find out how to assign these rights,
see "Setting up BASIC > Fleet > Adding users".

The vehicle box for the LIVE module is connected to the digital tachograph. What other steps
do I need to carry out?
You must upload at least one vehicle file. Then the vehicle box needs to be enabled.
You can find further information under "Setting up LIVE > LIVE checklist".

Can analogue tachographs be equipped with the LIVE module?
No, that is not possible.

Can all digital tachographs be equipped with the LIVE module?
Currently it is possible for the following types: Continental VDO DTCO 1381,
Stoneridge SE 500.

Do I need to inform my drivers about the vehicle tracking?
Yes. If you want to use the LIVE module functions in a vehicle, you are obligated to
inform the driver about it.

Billing is arranged via a service contract. Please contact Sales about this.
Does the data transferred from the LIVE module mean I no longer need to manually read out
the vehicle and driver data?
No. Since the legislator only recognises certified interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the signed driver and vehicle data
still exists. In addition to manual read-out, the Remote Download module also offers
the corresponding function.

What does multi-manning mean, and is this function supported in the LIVE module?
Multi-manning means that multiple drivers are working in a single vehicle. If you
insert two driver cards into the tachograph, the system automatically recognises shift 1
and shift 2 on the tachograph and analyses the data. This means both the driver and the
co-driver are each shown currently. If other driver cards are inserted at a later time,
these are likewise shown together.

What happens if my driver is driving through a tunnel or in areas where there is no
transmission signal?
At these times, data is not sent live but it is written to an internal memory. The data is
sent afterwards as soon as the vehicle box is able to reconnect to the GSM network.

How extensive is the network coverage for the LIVE module and the Remote Download
module?
Network coverage is available throughout Europe.

What do I need a vehicle box for and how is the box installed?
The vehicle box is responsible for sending the data to the web portal via a built-in
telephone card (GSM). The box is connected to the tachograph (D8 interface) and
attached to the vehicle.

Does the vehicle box require maintenance and service?
The vehicle box does not require maintenance and is CE-certified. Approval by a
testing organisation (TÜV, DEKRA, etc.) is not necessary.

How do I update the vehicle box firmware?
As a rule, the firmware doesn't need to be updated. If there ever are any modifications,
these are received by the vehicle box completely automatically.

Can I install my own SIM card in the vehicle box?
No. The vehicle box is delivered with an included SIM card and is sealed. Removing
this seal will automatically void any warranty claim.

What happens to the vehicle box if the vehicle battery is empty?
The vehicle box is also powered via the conventional on-board electrical system. If
there is no power in the on-board electrical system, the vehicle box will have no power
and will not be able to send any data.

Why is old data displayed?
The browser cache has retained old data in the memory and is showing this instead of
the new data. The problem mostly occurs when using a so-called proxy server. Consult
your network administrator about this. You can solve this problem by clicking on the
"Reload page" option in your browser or by pressing "Ctrl+F5".
For other possible solutions, try the following steps:
Internet Explorer: Click on "Tools > Internet options > General > Browsing history >
Settings" and change the setting there to "Every time I start Internet Explorer".
Firefox: Click on "Tools > Options > Privacy > Settings" and put a tick in the "Cache"
box.

Why is my vehicle not displayed in the list in the LIVE module?
This happens if the vehicle box has not yet sent a LIVE message. Possibly the box has
not yet been enabled. It is also possible that the vehicle box may not have been

installed correctly or that the power supply is interrupted. In this case, the installation
will need to be checked by the workshop based on the installation instructions.

Can there be discrepancies in the remaining driving time calculations?
If the driver has driven LIVE vehicles, the data will be current and correct. In addition,
the driver card must also be read out every 28 days and in this case the LIVE data is
replaced with the data which is required to be backed up from the driver card and
which is then used for calculating the remaining driving time. If the driver also drives
non-LIVE vehicles, the calculations are definitively incorrect and the vehicle card
needs to be read out or the tachograph disc needs to be scanned in or manually input
first to have the current data for the calculations again.

2.1.1 Driver activities
Driver activities

When you select a vehicle in the overview list, detailed information about the vehicle and its
driver will be shown, including the mileage, the most recent known location data, the driving
speed at that time, the remaining driving time and the time when the driver should next take a
break.
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Keyboard shortcuts
Ctrl+Up Arrow – browse backwards through the vehicle list for the same day.
Ctrl+Down Arrow – browse forwards through the vehicle list for the same day.
Alt+Down Arrow – browse backwards through the date display in the history for the same
vehicle.
Alt+Up Arrow – browse forwards through the date display in the history for the same vehicle.

Calculate your driver's remaining driving time!
Calculating the current driving time remaining for your drivers is based on inputting
all of the data into the web portal. The driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned
in or manually input before changing between analogue and digital tachographs
because gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time, which can lead to differing results
in calculating the remaining driving time.

Display of driver and co-driver!
The system automatically recognises shift 1 and shift 2 on the tachograph and displays both
the driver and co-driver correctly.

No driver activities without a driver card!
If no driver card was inserted in the vehicle's tachograph on the selected day, there will also
be no current driver activities shown in the LIVE module.

How do we define real-time operation?
According to DIN 44300, this is a computer system operation in which electronic data
processing programs are always ready for operation so that results are available within a
predefined time span. Data for this can occur at random times, at predefined intervals or due
to external events.

Obligation to perform driver and vehicle data read-outs!
Important: Since the legislator only recognises certified interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the driver and vehicle data still exists.

Where can I see how many more hours my driver can drive?
Current information is shown in the LIVE module for drivers who are driving a
vehicle which is equipped for the LIVE module.

What is the remaining driving time calculation based on and what do I need to bear in mind?
The calculation of the remaining driving time is based on the data uploaded for the
previous week, the current data received from the auxiliary module and the social
report algorithms. Therefore the driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned in or
manually input before switching to a vehicle with a LIVE module. This particularly
affects switching from analogue and digital tachographs that are not equipped with the
LIVE module. If you do not do this, the gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time,
which can lead to differing results.

Are the LIVE data included in the other analyses?
Yes, if the driver or co-driver removes their driver card, the LIVE data is converted to
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and is included in the analyses under "Driver >
Generate analysis" and "Driver > Generate social report". The same also happens at
midnight (UTC). The LIVE data is stored in the analyses until it is overwritten with
certified data uploaded from the driver card or a driver file.

Can the data be exported from the LIVE module?
Once the data has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or
after midnight (UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data,
data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format.

What do the coloured pins mean?

blue – selected vehicle
green – no warnings or infractions
yellow – warning occurred
red – infraction occurred

What calculated times are shown and what do they mean?
You can find a thorough explanation in the online help in the slide show under "LIVE
day-to-day operations".

What does multi-manning mean, and is this function supported?
Multi-manning means that multiple drivers are working in a single vehicle. If you
insert two driver cards into the tachograph, the system automatically recognises shift 1
and shift 2 on the tachograph and analyses the data. This means both the driver and the
co-driver are each shown currently. If other driver cards are inserted at a later time,
these are likewise shown together.

2.1.2 Speed
Speed
Detailed information about the progression of the speed of a vehicle is displayed in a diagram. This
progression is plotted during a driver's entire shift.
When you move the mouse off the speed diagram, the corresponding vehicle location is shown on
the geographic map (blue pin).
It can sometimes temporarily happen that no location data is available during a journey. If the driver
is travelling through a tunnel, for example, no GPS data will be captured during this time. A red
marking on the speed diagram indicates at what times no location data was available.
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No location data available!
It can sometimes temporarily happen that no location data is available during a journey. If
the driver is travelling through a tunnel, for example, no GPS data will be captured during
this time. The red marking indicates exactly when no location data was available.

What possibilities for monitoring do I have in relation the speed display?
You have the possibility to show a graphical display of the speeds with the associated
location information.

2.1.3 Notifications
Notifications

Under Notifications, any warnings and infractions which may have occurred are transmitted
from the tachograph and displayed in the online portal with various coloured pins.
Blinking pins mean that the notifications have not yet been viewed.
When you select a warning or infraction, the associated vehicle position is displayed on the
geographic map.
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Timely warnings before penalties!
If a driver forgets to insert his/her driver card, the warning "Driving without driver card" is
automatically displayed from the tachograph. You can inform the driver immediately and
thus avoid penalties.

What notifications are there?








Speed limit exceeded (Start)
Speed limit exceeded (End)
15 mins before 4.5 h driving time limit
4.5 h driving time limit reached
Information about rest times is unavailable
Driving without driver card started.
Driving without driver card ended.

2.1.4 History
History

All data is stored in the LIVE module for a period of 14 days.
To display the historic data, click on the selection field next to the vehicle registration and
select the relevant date.
This allows you to trace all driver activities, driving speeds and notifications for the last 14
days displayed on the geographical map.
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Today’s date appears in the history!
The current day is automatically added to the history and displays the data from the
whole day – even if a driver has removed the driver card.

Select the date and the vehicle!
If you select an older date for a vehicle, this date selection is also retained if you select
other vehicles.

2.2 MOBILE

MOBILE - Mobile web app
MOBILE shows the current driving and rest times and the remaining available driving time
for that day and for that week in real time. In addition, the vehicle location and notifications
from the tachograph (e.g. speeding violations) are shown.
This app is suitable for the fleet manager (displaying all vehicles from the selected fleet) and
for the authorised driver. The driver will only see his/her own data and not the data for other
drivers.

System requirements

MOBILE can be run on the following smart phone operating systems:




Android (2.0 or later)
BlackBerry (OS 6 or later)
iPhone (3G or later) and iPad

2.2.1 Starting up

Starting up MOBILE
MOBILE is a component of this web portal and is started via the /mobile subdirectory in your app.
After starting the app you can tap on the "About" button on the login page to view product and
contact information as well as details of the version you are using.
User login

Users of the web portal can use MOBILE with their personal user login data. You create a
user profile with the individual data via the profile page. This page is shown automatically
when you start the app for the first time. Enter your user data in the form.


Customer number (web portal access data):
o Customer number of the company that the user works for



User name (web portal access data):
o Name of the user working with the web app



Password (web portal access data):
o The password set for the user

Click on the "Save" button to save the user profile and the user is logged on.

2.2.2 Operation
Operating the web app
Fleet and vehicle overview

Vehicle overview

An overview of all fleets assigned to the user and the vehicles belonging to those fleets is
listed in the fleet and vehicle overview. The user can switch between their fleets in the dropdown menu in the header. The associated vehicles are listed with information below.
Header: Fleet selection
List:







Vehicle registration
Current driver of the vehicle
Status and number of warnings and infractions
Current activity
Time of the next break
Remaining daily driving time for the driver and co-driver

Footer: Time of last update
To view detailed vehicle information for individual vehicles from the list, tap on the
corresponding line.

Vehicle information

Vehicle information

This overview displays all available information about the selected vehicle:
Header: Vehicle registration
List:









Names of driver and co-driver
Vehicle registration, make, model, feature
Time and minimum duration of the next break
Remaining daily driving time for the driver and co-driver
Warnings and infractions
Trip mileage and total mileage
Last known location
Speed

Footer: Time of last update of the vehicle data
To view detailed information about the existing warnings and infractions, tap on the
corresponding line and a new page will be opened. The same applies for the last known
location.
Tap on the "Back" button to return to the fleet and vehicle overview.

Display of warnings and infractions

Notifications

This page provides an overview of all existing warnings and infractions for the selected
vehicle. The vehicle registration is shown in the header.
The notifications are listed in an overview with a symbol, a description and the time. The time
of the last update of the vehicle data is displayed in the footer
Tap on the "Back" button to return to the vehicle information.

Display of vehicle location

Vehicle location

This page displays the last known location of the selected vehicle on a map. The vehicle
registration is shown in the header. The time of the last update of the vehicle data is displayed
in the footer
Tap on the "Back" button to return to the vehicle information.

Updating the vehicle list

The list of vehicles is automatically updated at 1 minute intervals. The user can carry out a
manual update by tapping on the "Update" button on the upper right edge of the fleet and
vehicle overview.

Logging a user off

Use the log off function to deactivate and delete the current user profile. The user logs off on
the profile page which is opened via the "Menu" button on the fleet and vehicle page. Tap on
the "Cancel" button to return to the fleet and vehicle overview. Tap on the "Delete" button to
log off the current user and delete the profile. Then a new user can log on.

2.3 LIVE – Setup
2.3.1 Checklist
LIVE checklist

To fully set up your account, carry out the following steps:


Register and activate your account.



Add fleets and users with appropriate rights. This step is required so that vehicle data
can be uploaded by a fleet manager or so that a Service Manager can scan in
tachograph discs and it can only be carried out by an Administrator.



Carry out a one-time upload of a vehicle file per vehicle in the online portal using the
required hardware (download key or OPTAC device). This automatically adds the
vehicle in the program with the associated master data.
Please never use the "Manually add vehicles" function. This is only intended for
vehicles that do not have a digital tachograph. If you have any problems installing the
Java component that is required for this, ask your IT specialists to install and enable it.
Using USB devices must also be enabled.



Carry out a one-time upload of a driver file from all drivers per vehicle in the online
portal using the required hardware (card reader, download key or OPTAC device).
This automatically adds the driver in the program with the associated master data.

You can find further help and information about setting up this module under "Setting up
BASIC".

2.3.2 Prerequisites for LIVE
Prerequisites for LIVE


The BASIC module is the basis for the LIVE module. This means that you need to
completely install and setup the BASIC module first.



Vehicles equipped with a digital tachograph and a suitable vehicle box.



These devices need to be installed correctly by a specialist workshop, including
connecting the digital tachograph to the vehicle box.



A PC with an internet connection (at least DSL).



A web browser for setting up and using the program = Internet Explorer 8 or Mozilla
Firefox 3



Windows administrator rights for this PC and, if necessary, rights for editing or
changing security settings in your company network.



The newest version of Java must be installed, see:
http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp. This component enables
communication between the hardware and the online portal and it is required for
uploading driver and vehicle files with the aid of the hardware (card reader, download
key, OPTAC device or Remote Download). You will need administrator rights on
your PC to be able to install Java. If you have problems, ask your IT specialist to
install and enable it. Using USB devices must also be enabled for the user.

2.4 FAQs about LIVE
Questions about LIVE

Masternaut E.Novation takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for the accuracy of the
legal information provided in the FAQs. If you have any questions or if anything is unclear,
you should consult your local competent authority. Please let us know if you think any
information is missing or if you are unsatisfied with the description.

Timely warnings before penalties!
If a driver forgets to insert his/her driver card, the warning "Driving without driver
card" is automatically displayed from the tachograph. You can inform the driver
immediately and thus avoid penalties.

Date and time information in LIVE
The date and time displayed in the LIVE module is converted to the local time zone
and, if necessary, to the local summer/winter time for the vehicle's location.

Exporting LIVE data!
Data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format once the data
has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or after midnight
(UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data.

Calculate your driver's remaining driving time!
Calculating the current driving time remaining for your drivers is based on inputting
all of the data into the web portal. The driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned
in or manually input before changing between analogue and digital tachographs
because gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time, which can lead to differing results
in calculating the remaining driving time.

How do we define real-time operation?
According to DIN 44300, this is a computer system operation in which electronic data
processing programs are always ready for operation so that results are available within
a predefined time span. Data for this can occur at random times, at predefined
intervals or due to external events.

Obligation to perform driver and vehicle data read-outs!
Important: Since the legislator only recognises certified interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the driver and vehicle data still
exists.

Log into the LIVE module as a fleet manager!
In order to be able to use the LIVE module, you must be logged into the web portal as
a user with fleet manager rights.

I have further questions or I need support.
Get in touch with our colleagues in Support and Sales.

What prerequisites are required for using the LIVE module?
You can find the prerequisites in the online help under "Setting up LIVE >
Prerequisites for LIVE".

What does the LIVE module include?
The LIVE module is an expansion of the BASIC module which makes the current,
real-time driver and vehicle data from the tachograph in conjunction with a GPS
module available to the dispatcher at any time.

Why should I use the LIVE module?
Using the LIVE module it is simpler to comply with the obligations to organise the
drivers according to the driving and rest times regulation laid down in Regulation (EC)
561/2006, article 10, paragraph 2.
The dispatcher already sees infractions a few minutes after they occur. These can
result in high penalties according to the catalogue of fines and penalties in the driving
regulations. Furthermore, penalties can still be issued months later. Avoiding errors by
means of real-time data can mean that official checks go faster, are less complicated
and have fewer bad consequences, which means that all sides stand to gain from this
solution.

What are the possible advantages of the LIVE module?
Time and cost savings (e.g. telephone bills, tolls, fuel)










Reducing staff workloads, using vehicles and drivers more efficiently
Better service and quality for customers (e.g. information requests,
coordination)
Prompt reactions to navigation and delivery errors (e.g. traffic jams, wrong
destination)
Timely rescheduling of routes and improved adherence to scheduled
appointments
Reduced use of forbidden routes (e.g. toll roads)
Historic data from the previous 14 days (including mileage)
Data export (CSV, PDF) for use in other programs
Vehicle tracking and tracing
Fast detection of vehicle theft

What functions does the LIVE module have?








Transmitting real-time data from the digital tachograph in conjunction with a
GPS module
Displaying vehicle locations on a map
Displaying vehicle-specific information (driving time remaining, next rest
time, shift mileage, total mileage, current activity, speed and direction,
notifications with warnings and infractions)
Displaying driver-specific information (shift start time, start of the next daily
rest period, driving time remaining, minimum duration for the next break,
weekly driving time remaining, minimum weekly rest time, as well as start and
end times for and duration of an activity)
History for the previous 14 days

What is the remaining driving time calculation based on and what do I need to bear in mind?
The calculation of the remaining driving time is based on the data uploaded for the
previous week, the current data received from the auxiliary module and the social
report algorithms. Therefore the driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned in or
manually input before switching to a vehicle with a LIVE module. This particularly
affects switching from analogue and digital tachographs that are not equipped with the
LIVE module. If you do not do this, the gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time,
which can lead to differing results.

Is using the LIVE module permitted by law in Germany?
In terms of labour law, there are no misgivings about installing location software.
Employers must know where their staff stop due to their duty of care. In this function,
it serves to protect the employees themselves and in this respect, the duty of care is
more important than the employees' personal freedom of movement. The company is
the owner of the vehicles and is obligated to protect company property. However, the
installation does require the agreement of any company works council under the
German co-determination law.

Are the LIVE data included in the other analyses?
Yes, if the driver or co-driver removes their driver card, the LIVE data is converted to
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and is included in the analyses under "Driver >
Generate analysis" and "Driver > Generate social report". The same also happens at
midnight (UTC).The LIVE data is stored in the analyses until it is overwritten with
certified data uploaded from the driver card or a driver file.

How often is the data updated in the LIVE module?
Whenever the activity changes to “Driving” or “Break/Rest time”, and at the latest
every 15 minutes, this vehicle box transmits the current data packet relating to driver
activities, vehicle information and location data from the digital tachograph to the
online portal at 2-minute intervals.

Can the data be exported from the LIVE module?
Once the data has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or
after midnight (UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data,
data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format.

What do I need to be able to use the LIVE module?
You can find the prerequisites in the online help under "Setting up LIVE >
Prerequisites for LIVE".

What vehicles are shown in the LIVE module?
All vehicles which are in the previously selected fleet and which are equipped with a
vehicle box are shown.

What user rights do I need to have for the LIVE module in the online portal?
You will need to have "fleet manager" rights. To find out how to assign these rights,
see "Setting up BASIC > Fleet > Adding users" in the online help.

The vehicle box for the LIVE module is connected to the digital tachograph. What other steps
do I need to carry out?
You must upload at least one vehicle file. The vehicle box needs to be enabled. You
can find further information under "Setting up LIVE > LIVE checklist".

Can analogue tachographs be equipped with the LIVE module?
No, that is not possible.

Can all digital tachographs be equipped with the LIVE module?
Currently it is possible for the following types: Continental VDO DTCO 1381,
Stoneridge SE 500.

Do I need to inform my drivers about the vehicle tracking?
Yes. If you want to use the LIVE module functions in a vehicle, you are obligated to
inform the driver about it.

Does the data transferred from the LIVE module mean I no longer need to manually read out
the vehicle and driver data?
No. Since the legislator only recognises certified interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the signed driver and vehicle data
still exists. In addition to manual read-out, the Remote Download module also offers
the corresponding functions.

What does multi-manning mean, and is this function supported?
Multi-manning means that multiple drivers are working in a single vehicle. If you
insert two driver cards into the tachograph, the system automatically recognises shift 1
and shift 2 on the tachograph and analyses the data. This means both the driver and the
co-driver are each shown currently. If other driver cards are inserted at a later time,
these are likewise shown together.

What happens if my driver is driving through a tunnel or in areas where there is no
transmission signal?
At these times, data is not sent live but it is written to an internal memory. The data is
sent afterwards as soon as the vehicle box is able to reconnect to the GSM network.

How extensive is the network coverage for the LIVE module and the Remote Download
module?
Network coverage is available throughout Europe.

What do I need a vehicle box for and how is the box installed?
The vehicle box is responsible for sending the data to the web portal via a built-in
telephone card (GSM). The box is connected behind the tachograph and attached to
the vehicle. We recommend that you have the box installed by a specialist workshop.

Does the vehicle box require maintenance and service?
The vehicle box does not require maintenance and is CE-certified. Approval by a
testing organisation (TÜV, DEKRA, etc.) is not necessary.

How do I update the vehicle box firmware?
As a rule, the firmware doesn't need to be updated. If there ever are any modifications,
these are received by the vehicle box completely automatically.

Can I install my own SIM card in the vehicle box?
No. The vehicle box is delivered with an included SIM card and is sealed. Removing
this seal will automatically void any warranty claim.

What happens to the vehicle box if the vehicle battery is empty?
The vehicle box is also powered via the conventional on-board electrical system. If
there is no power in the on-board electrical system, the vehicle box will have no power
and will not be able to send any data.

Why is old data displayed?
The browser cache has retained old data in the memory and is showing this instead of
the new data. The problem mostly occurs when using a so-called proxy server. Consult
your network administrator about this. You can solve this problem by clicking on the
"Reload page" option in your browser or by pressing "Ctrl+F5".
For other possible solutions, try the following steps:
Internet Explorer: Click on "Tools > Internet options > General > Browsing history >
Settings" and change the setting there to "Every time I start Internet Explorer".
Firefox: Click on "Tools > Options > Privacy > Settings" and put a tick in the "Cache"
box.

Why is my vehicle not displayed in the list in the LIVE module?
This happens if the vehicle box has not yet sent a LIVE message. Possibly the box has
not yet been enabled. It is also possible that the vehicle box may not have been
installed correctly or that the power supply is interrupted. In this case, the installation
will need to be checked by the workshop based on the installation instructions.

Can there be discrepancies in the remaining driving time calculations?
If the driver has driven LIVE vehicles, the data will be current and correct. In addition,
the driver card must also be read out every 28 days and in this case the LIVE data is
replaced with the data which is required to be backed up from the driver card and
which is then used for calculating the remaining driving time. If the driver also drives
non-LIVE vehicles, the calculations are definitively incorrect and the vehicle card
needs to be read out or the tachograph disc needs to be scanned in or manually input
first to have the current data for the calculations again.

3. REMOTE
3.1 REMOTE – Day-to-day operations
Remote Download procedure

1. Log into the online portal as a fleet manager with your access data and select the
corresponding fleet for which you want to read out driver and/or vehicle data via
Remote Download.
2. Click on the "Start Remote Download" link.
If this link is not available, this means that there is no data due for Remote Download
or that no Remote Download-capable vehicles have been set up in the online portal.
3. The "File download" window will open with the question: "Do you want to open or
save this file?" – Click on the "Open" button.
4. The Remote Download program will open. If you have a card reader device
connected to the PC and have inserted the company card, the program automatically
starts the authentication (security check) on the tachograph after a few minutes. This
usually lasts 5 – 15 mins and a maximum of 60 mins per vehicle, depending on the
connection speed. Only one tachograph can be in the authenticated state at any time.
Vehicles are displayed with their registrations and their drivers are displayed with
their names and the last download date. The only vehicles and drivers that are
displayed are those that are online at that time and are due for Remote Download.

5. The download of the signed driver and vehicle files from the digital tachograph then
begins automatically.
6. The program is only required for the tachograph authentication process and can be
used for the status display. It is no longer required for the download process.
7. After the download of the data from the digital tachograph is completed, the data is
automatically transmitted to the online portal. When it is completed, the message
"Download successful" is displayed.
8. You have 3 possibilities for checking your remote downloads on the online portal:
1. The transmitted data is displayed in the online portal in the respective file
overview for vehicles and drivers.
2. The vehicles for which data has been read out are removed from the Remote
Download vehicle schedule.
3. The result of your Remote Download process is displayed in the LIVE module
under "Notifications".
Slide show

3.2 REMOTE – Setup
3.2.1 Checklist
Remote Download checklist

To fully set up your account, carry out the following steps:


Register and activate your account.



Add fleets and users with appropriate rights. This step is required so that vehicle data
can be uploaded by a fleet manager and it can only be carried out by an Administrator.



Carry out a one-time upload of a vehicle file per vehicle in the online portal using the
required hardware (download key or OPTAC device). This automatically adds the
vehicle in the program with the associated master data.
Never use the "Manually add vehicles" function. This is only intended for vehicles
that do not have a digital tachograph. If you have any problems installing the Java
component that is required for this, ask your IT specialists to install and enable it.
Using USB devices must also be enabled.



Carry out a one-time upload of a driver file from all drivers per vehicle in the online
portal using the required hardware (card reader, download key or OPTAC device).
This automatically adds the driver in the program with the associated master data.



Executing the Remote Download component from the start page of the online portal
must be configured and the vehicle must be activated for the Remote Download (front
or rear interface). If you have any problems with this, ask your IT specialists to install
and enable it.



The Remote Download interval for your driver and vehicle data can only be changed
by an administrator on the online portal under "Management > Company". The default
setting is every 2 weeks.

You can find further help and information about setting up this module under "Setting up
BASIC".

3.2.2 Prerequisites for REMOTE
Prerequisites for Remote Download


The LIVE module is the basis for the REMOTE module. This means that you need to
completely install and setup the LIVE module first.



Vehicles equipped with a Remote Download-enabled digital tachograph and a suitable
vehicle box (front or rear interface).



These devices need to be installed correctly by a specialist workshop, including
connecting the digital tachograph to the vehicle box.



A PC with an internet connection (at least DSL).



A card reader device for the company card



A web browser for setting up and using the program = Internet Explorer 8 or Mozilla
Firefox 3



Windows administrator rights for this PC and, if necessary, rights for editing or
changing security settings in your company network.



The newest version of Java must be installed, see:
http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp. This component enables
communication between the hardware and the online portal and it is required for
uploading driver and vehicle files with the aid of the hardware (card reader, download
key, OPTAC device or Remote Download). You will need administrator rights on
your PC to be able to install Java. If you have problems, ask your IT specialists to
install and enable it. Using USB devices must also be enabled for the user.

4. FAQs
4.1 General FAQ
General questions about digital tachographs

Masternaut E.Novation takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for the accuracy of the
legal information provided in the FAQs. If you have any questions or if anything is unclear,
you should consult your local competent authority. Please let us know if you think any
information is missing or if you are unsatisfied with the description.

What are the most important amendments that Commission Regulation (EU) 1266/2009
makes for adapting Council Regulation (EEC) No. 3821/85?
From 01 October 2011, the following points should be taken into account when
calculating timings in new vehicle tachographs:




When first changing activity to rest or standby within 120 seconds after an
automatic switch to work due to the vehicle stopping, it is assumed that this
activity started at the time the vehicle stopped and so the change to work may
be overridden.
If driving activity is registered at any point within the minute immediately
preceding or following that calendar minute, the whole minute counts as
driving time. Therefore, for a calendar minute which does not count as driving
time, the activity which was carried out for the longest time within that minute
(or the last activity performed for activities which took the same amount of
time) is applied.

What do I need to be able to use the web portal?
You must be logged in to the web portal. To do this, you need to be registered. You
will also need an internet-connected PC (Windows XP or later) and Internet Explorer
(version 8 or later) or Firefox (version 3.5). Additionally, you will need the
appropriate hardware for reading the driver and vehicle data.

How many tachograph discs can I read in a single scanning process?
You can scan in a maximum of 20 tachograph discs before restarting the process.

Why aren't all the scanned-in tachograph discs shown in the Tachograph Disc Capture
(TDC)?
If not all of the data from the scanned-in tachograph discs is shown, more than 20
tachograph discs were scanned in a single scanning process. You can scan in a
maximum of 20 tachograph discs before restarting the process.

I get the error message "The current file does not appear to contain any valid image data and
will be removed" in the Disc Capture Program. What can I do?
One cause for this can be a misaligned automatic document feeder (ADF) on the
scanner. This produces an incomplete image of the tachograph disc which cannot be
processed by the web portal.
Centre the scanner on the purple-coloured spacers so that there is enough space for the
tachograph disc between them.

Why is nothing happening in the Tachograph Disc Capture Program?
If nothing happens when you click on the "Scan" button, check the lamp on the
scanner. If it is on, select the correct "Scanner source" in the Disc Capture Program. If
that doesn't help, switch the scanner off and switch it on again. Repeat the process.

The Disc Capture Program doesn't open. What can I do?
If the text "Java Starting" does not appear and the Disc Capture Program does not
open when you click on the driver under the menu item "Upload data > Tachograph
discs", you should read the instructions under the menu item ￼￼"Setup > Reading
tachograph discs"￼￼ and carry out the setup. If necessary, reset the browser security
settings to the standard level.

LIVE module keyboard shortcuts
Ctrl+Up Arrow – browse backwards through the vehicle list for the same day.
Ctrl+Down Arrow – browse forwards through the vehicle list for the same day.
Alt+Down Arrow – browse backwards through the date display for the same vehicle.
Alt+Up Arrow – browse forwards through the date display for the same vehicle.

Today’s date appears in the history!
The current day is automatically added to the history and displays the data from the
whole day – even if a driver has removed the driver card.

Select the date and the vehicle!
If you select an older date for a vehicle, this date selection is also retained if you select
other vehicles.

Timely warnings before penalties!
If a driver forgets to insert his/her driver card, the warning "Driving without driver
card" is automatically displayed in the "Notifications" tab from the tachograph. You
can inform the driver immediately and thus avoid penalties.

What notifications are there?








Speed limit exceeded (Start)
Speed limit exceeded (End)
15 mins before 4.5 h driving time limit
4.5 h driving time limit reached
Information about rest times is unavailable
Driving without driver card started.
Driving without driver card ended.

No location data available!
It can sometimes temporarily happen that no location data is available during a
journey. If the driver is travelling through a tunnel, for example, no GPS data will be
captured during this time. The red marking on the speed diagram indicates exactly
when no location data was available.

Date and time information in LIVE
The date and time displayed in the LIVE module is converted to the local time zone
and, if necessary, to the local summer/winter time for the vehicle's location.

Exporting LIVE data!
Data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format once the data
has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or after midnight
(UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data.

Calculate your driver's remaining driving time!
Calculating the current driving time remaining for your drivers is based on inputting
all of the data into the web portal. The driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned
in or manually input before changing between analogue and digital tachographs
because gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time, which can lead to differing results
in calculating the remaining driving time.

Display of driver and co-driver!
The system automatically recognises shift 1 and shift 2 on the tachograph and displays
both the driver and co-driver correctly.

No driver activities without a driver card!
If no driver card was inserted in the vehicle's tachograph on the selected day, there
will also be no current driver activities shown in the LIVE module.

How do we define real-time operation?
According to DIN 44300, this is a computer system operation in which electronic data
processing programs are always ready for operation so that results are available within
a predefined time span. Data for this can occur at random times, at predefined
intervals or due to external events.

Obligation to perform driver and vehicle data read-outs!
Important: Since the legislator only recognises certified front interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the driver and vehicle data still
exists.

Always select the right fleet!
If several fleets have been set up in the system, select the desired fleet first from the
"Select fleet" menu.

Log into the LIVE module as a fleet manager!
In order to be able to use the LIVE module, you must be logged into the web portal as
a user with fleet manager rights.

What is a manifest?
A manifest contains a monthly overview of all uploaded data.

Where do I find the manifests?
You need to be logged in to the web portal as an Administrator and data must have
been uploaded to the portal in the preceding month. You can view your manifests
under the menu item "Management > Company".

How do you move a vehicle into another fleet?
1. When logged in as an administrator, enter the desired fleet using the menu item
"Management > Fleet" and specify the fleet manager or assign the rights for
the new fleet to an existing fleet manager.
2. Set an end date for the vehicle in the old fleet in the schedule.
3. Now log in as the relevant fleet manager.
4. Select the desired new fleet and upload the vehicle data via the menu item
"Upload data > Files".

The times shown on the web portal are different from the local time. Why?
The time on all digital tachographs is set to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The
local time for Germany during summer time, for example, is UTC + 2 hours. The web
portal analyses the data supplied by the tachographs and shows the times in UTC.
Local time is only shown in the program for the tachograph discs and in the LIVE
view. For further information, see the manual supplied with your digital tachograph.

What do I need to do if I have to keep driving for reasons of road safety?
Road safety is always more important than driving time regulations. If you need to
deviate from these regulations for reasons of road safety, you should produce a printout of the day's activities as soon as possible. On the back of this print-out, state the
reason for exceeding the driving hours, for example which lay-bys were full.

Where do I find information about operating the digital tachograph?
You can read the manual that was provided with the tachograph.

How long can violations be punished?
On the road, violations can be traced back over at least three months, as long as it is
the same vehicle. Your driver card can be checked retroactively up to 28 days later.
During this time, inspectors throughout Europe can levy penalties for registered
violations, irrespective of where they were committed. If you have received a fine,
keep the receipt safe so that you do not need to pay for the same violation again if
there is another check!
Within the company, there is a requirement to retain data for a year. Checks within the
company can also refer back over longer periods. In any case, the employer must
comply with corresponding regulations. The employer must prove that their drivers
have been cautioned to comply with the regulations. There are individual cases in
which fines of up to 15,000 Euro can be issued.

Should I make my analyses available to the inspector when checks are being carried out at my
company?
You do not need to give your analyses to the inspector. You need to provide the
original data from the tachograph files and the data from the driver cards. The
inspector will use this data to produce their own analyses. However, it is
recommended that you do make the analyses available to prove that you are actively
monitoring your drivers. Furthermore, it offers you the opportunity to explain
violations in advance and to demonstrate what steps you have introduced in the
company to prevent these violations being repeated.

Is it possible to "adjust" the digital records?
No. The data generated by the digital tachograph is protected against manipulation.
Any modification would immediately make the stored data unusable. Additionally,

much more data is available to the tachograph. By means of its connection to the CAN
bus, the monitoring authority can very easily detect any manipulation of the data.

What needs to be taken into consideration when taking over used, demonstration or rental
vehicles?
The tachographs in used, demonstration or rental vehicles have stored vehicle files
which were generated by their previous users. Uploading these vehicle files to the web
portal would result in additional costs. Consequently, the first step is to register the
tachograph using the company card of the new owner / lessee. The second required
step is to perform a read-out of the tachograph's bulk memory before starting to use
the vehicle and to delete the vehicle data that is produced.
In an exceptional case, if the company card cannot be used to activate the tachograph
(e.g. the company card is temporarily unavailable, or a vehicle has broken down), a
print-out must be produced at the beginning and at the end of the rental period. If the
rental period exceeds one day, print-outs must be produced daily. The driver must
forward the print-out without delay. Furthermore, it is essential to register the vehicle
to the lessor since the lessor must comply with the requirements and transfer the data
from the rental period to the lessee within three months.

What is the lowest MAM (maximum authorised mass) for which using a digital tachograph is
required?
Vehicles that are used for goods delivery (or for passenger transport with fewer than 9
passengers including the driver) and have a maximum authorised mass (i.e. including
the trailer) of less than 3.5 t do not need to have a tachograph installed. However, if a
tachograph has been installed, the driver must use it for commercial transport within
the AETR states. Installing (and therefore using) a tachograph is required for a MAM
of over 3.5 t.

When does the data need to be read out?
Data must be read from the driver cards at the latest:


every 28 days



every 21 days in Austria and Switzerland.

All data must be retained SECURELY for a year.

Does an operator need to provide complete documentation and supervision of times on
tachograph discs to the monitoring authorities?

Council Regulation (EEC) No. 3821/85, paragraph IV a) 2:
If several discs are linked together to increase the continuous recording capacity which
can be achieved without intervention by staff, the links between the various discs must
be made in such a way that there are no breaks in or overlapping of recordings at the
point of transfer from one disc to another.
Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006, Article 10 (4)
Undertakings, consignors, freight forwarders, tour operators, principal contractors,
subcontractors and driver employment agencies shall ensure that contractually agreed
transport time schedules respect this Regulation.
Requirement: Documentation with no overlaps or gaps in timing is required.
Problems: Tachograph discs have overlaps due to:




operator error,
differences between clocks when changing vehicles,
faults in the tachograph:

Conclusion: In theory, the only obligation is to supply the tachograph discs. In
practice, the analysis must also be provided to avoid overlaps and gaps in the
tachograph discs. If you only supply the tachograph discs, the monitoring authority, in
the best case, will only request corrections for overlaps and gaps. In the worst case,
you will immediately receive a penalty for an infraction against the articles quoted
above. In addition, warnings relating to exceeded limits must be known so that they
can be avoided

What needs to be taken into consideration in relation to a faulty tachograph?
If a fault is detected in a tachograph, the vehicle must be brought to a digital
tachograph workshop for inspection. If the device is withdrawn from service, the data
stored in the tachograph by the last owner must be downloaded and returned to the
owner of the data. If downloading the data is not possible, the workshop will issue a
certificate of unreadability. The company must keep this certificate safe since it must
be available for any official checks.
You can enquire about the minimum retention period from the relevant authority for
your region. It is recommended to keep a catalogue of unreadability certificates for
digital tachographs issued by a workshop. If the workshop receives written notice
from a monitoring authority, they must hand over a copy of the stored, downloaded
data for monitoring purposes. This does not require approval from the owner of the
data. Otherwise, the workshop is not entitled to pass a company's downloaded data on
to third parties without written approval from the owner of the data.

What needs to be taken into consideration in relation to a damaged company card?
If a company card is damaged, you must procure and use a replacement card.

Where do I get a driver card?
You get the driver card from the appropriate issuer for your place of residence.

Where do I get a company card?
You get the company card from the appropriate issuer.

Where do I find legal regulations relating to this topic?
Here you can find the legal requirements relating to digital tachographs and applying
for monitoring device cards.
EU legal requirements:
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/transport/road_transport/index_en.htm

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. These drivers are loaned to another company
that hires them. Who is responsible for what data?
In this case it is the company that hires the driver or to which the driver is loaned that
is responsible for archiving the driver and vehicle data.

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. They are self-drive contractors. Who is
responsible for what data?
Since the freelance driver acts as a company, and consequently has a company card,
the driver him/herself is responsible for the driver and vehicle data. The driver is
required to archive this data.

I have a vehicle that doesn't stop at my location. What hardware do I need?
If you read out the vehicle data using an OPTAC or a download key, you need to have
a company card on site. Additionally, for a download key, the device can only read a

maximum of one driver card per operation and must always read out the tachograph's
bulk memory, which takes valuable time. If you want to avoid these disadvantages,
the Remote Download possibility is also available.

What does the BASIC module offer?
1. The web portal stores your data in the central database. Only you, as the user,
have access to the data and your data is guaranteed to be available for 24
months after upload.
2. The portal makes various analyses available to you which give you an
overview of the use of your vehicles and your drivers' infractions relating to
driving and rest times. Analyses can be provided for both digital and analogue
tachographs.
3. The web portal includes a schedule which shows the sequence of the time
period in which you need to upload data.

Can site administrators see the data in the web portal?
No, only the owner of the data has access to the data.

Can I upload my old data to the web portal?
You can upload your old data from the months before the start of your registration free
of charge and produce analyses of the data as long as your previous tachograph
software outputs this data in the format prescribed by the EU. The portal can import
files with file names ending in ".DDD", ".V1B", ".C1B", ".TGD" or ".ESM".

What is the minimum contract period for BASIC?
There is no minimum contract period. You can stop using BASIC at any time. You
can access your data at any time for 24 months.

Is there a monthly fee for BASIC?
No, there is no monthly fee. You only pay for the uploaded vehicle data.

Where can I register?
You can register on the website to obtain a username and password that you can use to
log in. Please note the corresponding conditions of use.

What analyses are available?
There are analyses of all driver and vehicle activities from the uploaded files within
selected time periods with daily summaries. Additionally there are driver analyses
(social reports) which provide evidence as to whether the drivers have complied with
the requirements pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006.

Are there also graphical representations?
There are no graphical representations in the BASIC module. There is a graphical
representation of the speed in the LIVE module and the submitted location data is
displayed on a geographical map.

Why do I need to spend time on social reports?
Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006 came into force on 11 April 2007. Carriers must
actively monitor whether their drivers comply with driving and rest times and they
must provide evidence in writing. The social report allows you to deal with this in a
simple way. You can remind your drivers with corresponding information in the report
and meet your monitoring obligations with the signature in the analysis.

I already have other software – why should I use the program?
The program is an innovative solution for tachographs. The software is secure, fast
and simple. New software versions don't require effort on your part – it's always
online and up to date.
The software integrates a proven rights-management system for your fleet manager,
dispatchers, drivers, management and other employees and provides corresponding
online help for you.
You can upload data anywhere – including from home or en route – and it doesn't
matter whether the data comes from digital tachographs, tachograph discs or driver
cards. The portal is compatible with any device which can output the legally compliant
file format. The software looks for files with file names ending in ".DDD", ".V1B",
".C1B", ".TGD" or ".ESM". You can view the data anywhere where you have access

to the internet. Both individual analyses of the drivers and vehicles and social reports
for drivers about serious infractions pursuant to EC Regulation 561/2006 are available.
These are not linked to a specific PC, and so your files cannot be destroyed by a virus
and/or hardware problems. You don't need to worry about backing up or retrieving the
data, which may be the case for other software if it only backs up the data to the PC.
After uploading, you can see the next readout dates on the schedule.
The service is designed to be particularly good value for money, whether for large
companies, freight forwarding companies or logistics service providers. This protects
you and your drivers from high fines and penalties when there are checks by the
police, the Federal Office for Goods Transport (BAG), or other monitoring authorities.

Do I need to digitise the tachograph discs from analogue tachographs?
No, you don't need to but we would recommend it. See the question "Does an operator
need to provide complete documentation and supervision of times on tachograph discs
to the Federal Office for Goods Transport (BAG)?" in the "General FAQ" category.
This option saves you a lot of time. You can scan in tachograph discs so that you can
record the analogue driving and rest times digitally in the database. This allows you to
produce unified analyses of both analogue and digital data.

Can I also upload the driver card outside my company?
You can upload the driver card anywhere where you have a PC which can access the
internet and which has a card reader connected as long as the necessary usage rights
are available. Alternatively, you can also use Remote Download.

Where can I see how an analysis looks?
You can find illustrations of analyses in a slide show under the menu item "BASIC
day-to-day operations > Viewing and analysing data".

Where can I see how many more hours my driver can drive?
Current information is shown in the LIVE module for drivers who are driving a
vehicle which is equipped for the LIVE module.

How does uploading vehicle/driver data work?
You can find information about uploading driver and vehicle data from the menu
items "BASIC day-to-day operations > Uploading driver cards" and "BASIC day-today operations > Uploading vehicle/driver data".

I can't upload my driver card! What am I doing wrong?
You can find information and examples relating to uploading driver cards from the
menu item "BASIC day-to-day operations".

Can I also export my data to Excel?
Yes, you can export the analyses in CSV format which can be opened and edited with
Excel.

Is my data really secure?
Yes. When you upload the data, it is stored in several locations in two separate data
centres. These data centres are highly specialised in terms of security and
confidentiality and meet the highest standards in the field. The data is completely safe
and secure, it cannot be accessed by third parties and it is monitored by our security
experts.

How long is the data stored?
The data is stored on our servers for 24 months after it is uploaded to the portal.

Can the data also be stored for longer than 24 months?
This is not planned at this time. If you need to, you can download the files in good
time from the file overview and store them somewhere else.

Why can't I log into the web portal after registering?
1. First you must register on the website.

2. After you register, you will receive an activation email with an activation link.
Click on this link to activate your account.
See also the menu item "Setup > Activation".

How do I read data and upload it to the web portal with the download key?
1. Connect the download key to the USB port on your computer.
2. Log in as a fleet manager or administrator. N.B. the administrator can only
upload driver data.
3. Click on the menu item "Upload data > Files". This will search for the files
which have been loaded onto the download key.
4. Select "Upload/Delete" to upload the data and then delete it from the download
key. The data is then immediately available for analysis. You can find further
information under "BASIC day-to-day operations > Uploading vehicle/driver
data".

Error message 12 appears when reading the digital tachograph using the download key! What
can I do?
Click on OK and try to download the data again. When doing so, pay attention to the
lights on the download key. The display on the tachograph according to Continental
VDO (formerly Siemens VDO) is irrelevant. Additionally, there is a "LOG" file in the
"DOWNLOAD" directory on the download key (older type I). When you open the
file, you should see the text "Download completed".
A download may fail if the last download date is not stored or is stored incorrectly in
the tachograph. For a VDO download key there is the possibility of configuring this
with the supplied software (via "[Download key drive]:\START.html" for the older
type I, or via "[Download key drive]:\start.exe" for the newer type II) so that the entire
bulk storage of the tachograph is downloaded in full. Then the VDO download key
can be connected to the digital tachograph with the company card inserted. You can
read more details in the manual supplied with the VDO download key. For an OPTAC
device, press the partial download button (symbol with a half-full lorry).
Otherwise, consult your workshop to check whether the tachograph is damaged.

Four red lights always light up when reading my driver card using the OPTAC device. What
does that mean?
Files ending with ".dat" contain configuration settings and should not be deleted. If
this does happen, it is not enough to just copy the files back across. When you switch
on the OPTAC device, this error is shown by four red lights. The files will be
recreated and the problem should be solved after restarting the device.
If only the "Configuration.dat" file is created and there are still problems, the
"Settings.dat" file needs to be executed manually on the OPTAC device. To do this,
the device may need to be sent back to the supplier.

Why do I have a rest time infraction in my social report?
For individual drivers, there are two ways to organise the day for maximum driving
hours and including the rest times.
1. Driving 4.5h > Break 45 min > Driving 4.5h
2. Driving 2h > Break 15 min > Driving 2.5h > Break 30 min > Driving 4.5h
Check the infraction on the basis of the legal regulations and, if necessary, the detailed
analyses under "Drivers > Generate analysis". See also the answer to the question
"Where do I find legal regulations relating to this topic?" in the "General FAQ"
section.

Can I delete a vehicle from my vehicle list?
You can delete the vehicle (under "Management > Vehicles"). This will delete all data
– including the archived data.
Another alternative is to set the vehicle as "inactive".
If you no longer want to have the vehicle in your inventory you can remove it from the
schedule. To do this:
1. Click on the menu item "Management > Vehicle".
2. Click on the relevant vehicle.
3. Go to "Fleet allocation" and enter the desired date under "End date in this
fleet".
4. Then click on "Save" and the vehicle no longer appears in the schedule for the
fleet.

Can I delete a driver from my driver list?
You can delete a driver (under "Management > Drivers"). This will delete all data –
including the archived data.
Another alternative is to set the driver as "inactive".

If a driver no longer works for your company you can remove the driver from the
schedule. To do this:
1. Click on the menu item "Management > Driver".
2. Select the relevant driver.

3. Under "Personal information", check the box marked "No schedule
notifications".
4. Then go to "Periods when digital data can be uploaded" on the same page and
click on the "Edit" button. Enter the desired end date.
5. Now the driver is no longer shown on the schedule and no more digital data
will be received for this driver.

Providing data to the monitoring authority.
1. Select the menu item "Vehicles > File overview" or "Drivers > File overview".
2. Then select the driver or the vehicle and the period for which the inspector has
requested data.
3. Select the data which covers the requested period and download this data onto
your computer. You can transfer the file to the inspector via a USB stick or
other data storage medium.

Can I use any card reader?
Most card readers that are suitable for reading driver cards can be used for the web
portal.

Only use modified scanners to read tachograph discs!
For the tachograph disc to be recognised, you need to use a scanner which works with
a black background and which is capable of recognising tachograph discs.

Process tachograph discs correctly!
No files can be sent if any of the tachograph discs are not green on the overview
page. Hover the mouse over the red cross in the overview for the affected tachograph
disc to show tips for further processing. Any correctly described tachograph disc must
have a white block with no data which marks the start or the end.

How do I solve problems with uploading vehicle files?
Please note that you must be logged into the online portal using the download key,
OPTAC device or other device with fleet manager rights in order to upload vehicle
data. If you are not, the notification "Fleet manager rights required" will be shown. To
find out about setting up this type of user, see the menu item "Setup > Fleet > Creating
users".

I don't see my uploaded driver/vehicle data. How can I show this data?
Make sure that you specify the right period (that includes that data). If you are logged
in as a fleet manager, you can only see the data for the active fleet.

Can I also download the data to my PC?
Yes. You can download both the original files and the analyses generated as PDF or
CSV files and save them on your computer.

How will the drivers be notified that they need to upload their data?
After logging in, the fleet manager is shown a schedule showing which vehicles and
which drivers need data to be uploaded.

I've forgotten my password.
If you forget your password, you can reset it using the "Forgotten password" function
on the home page of the web portal. Enter your customer number, username and email
address and we will send you a new password.

I have forgotten my username
If you forget your username, first try the combination of the first letter of your first
name and your complete surname. If this combination would result in a username
shorter than 8 characters, please contact Support.
Example username: Frank Fiedeler=FFiedeler

Changing a password as an administrator.
1. Select the relevant user from the menu item "Management > User". Click on
the name to edit the selected user.
2. You can assign a new password under "User reference". The password must be
at least 8 characters long!
3. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the password change.

Changing a password as a fleet manager.
1. You can find your user profile under the menu item "Management > User".
Here you can assign a new password which must consist of at least 8
characters.
2. By clicking on "Save" you are confirming the password change.

Only add vehicles manually if they have analogue tachographs!
Manually adding vehicles is only necessary for vehicles with analogue tachographs.
Vehicles with digital tachographs are automatically added when uploading the vehicle
file (= bulk memory file). To read how to add vehicles manually, see the menu item
"Setting up BASIC > Manually adding vehicles" in the product help.

Why does uploading driver cards or files not work on my PC?
Java must be installed on any PC that will be used for this. You will need Windows
administrator rights to install Java.

How do I add a driver card to a driver that was added manually?
Select the relevant driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add
driver card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the
instructions.

What do I need to do if the driver gets a new driver card?
Select the relevant driver from the menu item "Management > Driver". Click on "Add
driver card" to assign the appropriate driver card to the driver and follow the
instructions.
If the application for a replacement driver card is made incorrectly or too late, the
issuing office (see driver card number 4c) may incorrectly issue a new driver card
instead of a replacement driver card. A new driver will be created automatically in the
software. A solution to this problem is already in progress.

What tachograph discs should I use for optimal recognition?
We recommend using tachograph discs which have been developed specifically for
automatic recognition by scanners to obtain optimal scanning results. This will keep
the manual post-processing to a minimum.

Using several user rights variants.
Rights should always be assigned individually to a user. The user is either an
administrator, a fleet manager or a service manager. Assigning several rights can
cause problems with the display since the functionality of one right can interfere with
or cancel out the functionality of another.

What prerequisites are required for using the BASIC module?
You can find the prerequisites under "Setting up BASIC > Prerequisites for BASIC".

What prerequisites are required for using the LIVE module?
You can find the prerequisites under "Setting up LIVE > Prerequisites for LIVE".

What prerequisites are required for using the Remote Download module?
You can find the prerequisites under "Setting up Remote Download > Prerequisites for
Remote Download".

Why were the time types on my tachograph disc not recognised correctly?
If the time types were incompletely or incorrectly recognised, either you scanned a
tachograph disc which was unsuitable for the scanner or the disc is dirty or damaged.
In order to keep the manual post-processing to a minimum, we recommend using
tachograph discs which have been developed specifically for automatic recognition by
scanners to obtain optimal scanning results.

What is advisable for scanning in tachograph discs for international journeys?
For international journeys, it is advisable to have the driver note the country code on
the tachograph discs since this will be needed for processing.
What is recommended in terms of using tachograph discs if the driver changes vehicles?
If a driver changes vehicles, the driver should not use the same tachograph disc but
should use a new one since only the front side can be read.

When I first use the VDO download key, is it necessary to carry out an installation using the
supplied CD?
No, as a rule the installation is not necessary. The drivers for detecting USB devices
are supplied with Windows and are installed automatically.

Should a password be set on the VDO download key?
No. Unless it is absolutely necessary, do not use the "Password protection" function to
set a password in the KeyTools menu since the password often gets forgotten and then
needs to be reset, which is subject to a fee. With a Type II download key, a tachograph
in the vehicle cannot be read if a password has been set.

Why is uploading data to the online portal not working?
If problems occur when you try to upload the data to the online portal, check that the
following requirements are met: You will need Administrator rights on the PC and
possibly additional rights for activation. If you do not have these rights, ask your IT
specialists to carry out the following procedure or to check whether it has been carried
out.
1. Go to www.java.com and click on the red "Do I have Java?" button.
2. For security reasons, the latest version should be installed.
3. The browser must be restarted after the installation is complete. All browser
windows must be closed first.
4. In certain circumstances, the installation of Java can be blocked by security
programs. You may see the download but the installation does not start. Please
configure the security programs correspondingly or ask your IT specialists to do so.
5. If you have a specific error message, please see the corresponding question.

I get an error message when I upload data: "Object does not support this property or method".
What should I do?
In this case, go to the Start menu and click on "Control Panel" or in Internet Explorer
click on "Tools". Open "Internet Options", click on the "Security" tab and select the
appropriate security level. Click on "Custom level..." and enable "Scripting of Java
applets" or select the "Medium-high" or "Standard" security level. Then close all
browser windows and restart the browser.

Why do I not get a progress bar when uploading data even though Java is installed?
In this case, go to the Start menu and click on "Control Panel" or in Internet Explorer
click on "Tools". Open "Internet Options", click on the "Advanced" tab and check
whether the setting "Java (Sun) > Use JRE for applet" is deactivated. In this case you
need to reactivate the setting. Alternatively, you can click on "Reset..." to reset the
browser settings.

What does the message "Authentication required" mean?
In this case, a user name, password and domain are requested in order to enable access
to the internet. Ask your IT specialists for help with this if necessary.

Why isn’t my card reader detected by the online portal?
In this case you need to install the latest driver for the card reader purchased from our
webshop and reboot. Under Windows Vista and Windows 7 this normally should not
be necessary because the driver is already integrated.

Why can't I upload the driver card?
This problem can have many causes. First check the requirements and setup steps for
the BASIC module. See also the question "Why is uploading data to the online portal
not working?". Then check under "Management > Driver" whether the driver is
registered on the online portal, whether the field "Periods when digital data can be
uploaded" contains a valid time period and whether the driver card has expired or is
damaged. New data cannot be uploaded from a driver card if a driver has never used
the card or not used it for a long time.

What can I do about the error message "Connection to the card reader failed"?
In this case you should disconnect all USB devices, except for external hard drives and
the mouse, from the PC and connect the card reader to a different USB port on the PC.

What does the message "No valid card could be read" mean?
In this case either the card was not inserted into the card reader with the chip facing
the LED, or the chip is defective, or it is not the correct driver card.

Why does a red X appear in the status display when uploading data?
In this case, most likely the file does not contain any activities. Check the
corresponding option for the individual type: For a driver file: The driver may not
have driven with the driver card yet. For a vehicle file: The vehicle may not have been
driven since the new company card was registered in the tachograph. For a download
key: The configuration of the download key was changed and so no more activity
details can be loaded from the tachograph. Configure it via "[Download key
drive]:\START.html" for the older type I, or via "[Download key drive]:\start.exe" for
the newer type II so that the activities are downloaded together and read the data
again. You can read more details in the manual supplied with the VDO download key.

What is the "Add driver as user" function for?
A user with "Administrator" rights can add drivers as users with "Driver" rights. You
can set up separate access for each driver via the menu: "Management > Driver > Add
driver as user". These drivers now have "Driver" rights and therefore can upload their
own driver cards and view only their own data.

Why do driver activities change so often?
Fundamentally, that is how the data is recorded by the tachograph. Frequent changes
in activity are normal and for the most part happen automatically with digital
tachographs. For example, the device automatically switches to driving when starting
up and most switch to working time when stopping. If the right time type is not set
automatically, it must be corrected by the driver. The PDF social report provides an
overview which totals up and filters the individual activities. Interruptions to driving
time of less than 15 minutes are never counted as a break pursuant to Regulation (EC)
No. 561/2006.

What does the LIVE module include?
The LIVE module is an expansion of the BASIC module which makes the current,
real-time driver and vehicle data from the tachograph and GPS available to the
dispatcher at any time.

Why should I use the LIVE module?
Using the LIVE module it is simpler to comply with the obligations to organise the
drivers according to the driving and rest times regulation laid down in Regulation (EC)
561/2006, article 10, paragraph 2.
The dispatcher already sees infractions a few minutes after they occur. These can
result in high penalties according to the catalogue of fines and penalties in the driving
regulations. Furthermore, penalties can still be issued months later. Avoiding errors by
means of real-time data can mean that official checks go faster, are less complicated
and have fewer bad consequences, which means that all sides stand to gain from this
solution.

What are the possible advantages of the LIVE module?











Time and cost savings (e.g. telephone bills, tolls, fuel)
Reducing staff workloads, using vehicles and drivers more efficiently
Better service and quality for customers (e.g. information requests,
coordination)
Prompt reactions to navigation and delivery errors (e.g. traffic jams, wrong
destination)
Timely rescheduling of routes and improved adherence to scheduled
appointments
Reduced use of forbidden routes (e.g. toll roads)
Historic data from the previous 14 days (including mileage)
Data export (CSV, PDF) for use in other programs
Vehicle tracking and tracing
Fast detection of vehicle theft

What functions does the LIVE module have?






Transmitting real-time data from the digital tachograph and GPS
Displaying vehicle locations on a map
Displaying vehicle-specific information (driving time remaining, next rest
time, shift mileage, total mileage, current activity, speed and direction,
notifications with warnings and infractions)
Displaying driver-specific information (shift start time, start of the next daily
rest period, driving time remaining, minimum duration for the next break,



weekly driving time remaining, minimum weekly rest time, as well as start and
end times for and duration of an activity)
History for the previous 14 days

What is the remaining driving time calculation based on and what do I need to bear in mind?
The calculation of the remaining driving time is based on the data uploaded for the
previous week, the current data received from the auxiliary module and the social
report algorithms. Therefore the driver data must be read and uploaded, scanned in or
manually input before switching to a vehicle with a LIVE module. This particularly
affects switching from analogue and digital tachographs that are not equipped with the
LIVE module. If you do not do this, the gaps in the data are interpreted as rest time,
which can lead to differing results.

Is using the LIVE module permitted by law in Germany?
In terms of labour law, there are no misgivings about installing the vehicle box.
Employers must know where their staff stop due to their duty of care. In this function,
it serves to protect the employees themselves and in this respect, the duty of care is
more important than the employees' personal freedom of movement. The company is
the owner of the vehicles and is obligated to protect company property. However, the
installation does require the agreement of any company works council under the
German co-determination law.

Are the LIVE data included in the other analyses?
Yes, if the driver or co-driver removes their driver card, the LIVE data is converted to
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and is included in the analyses under "Driver >
Generate analysis" and "Driver > Generate social report". The same also happens at
midnight (UTC). The LIVE data is stored in the analyses until it is overwritten with
certified data uploaded from the driver card or a driver file.

How often is the data updated in the LIVE module?
Whenever the activity changes to “Driving” or “Break/Rest time”, and at the latest
every 15 minutes, this vehicle box transmits the current data packet relating to driver
activities, vehicle information and location data from the digital tachograph to the
online portal at 2-minute intervals.

Can the data be exported from the LIVE module?
Once the data has been transferred into the analyses by removing the driver card or
after midnight (UTC) and as long as it has not yet been overwritten with certified data,
data from the LIVE module can be exported in CSV and/or PDF format.

What do I need to be able to use the LIVE module?
You can find the prerequisites under "Setting up LIVE > Prerequisites for LIVE".

What vehicles are shown in the LIVE module?
All vehicles which are in the previously selected fleet and which are equipped with a
vehicle box are shown.

What user rights do I need to have for the LIVE module in the online portal?
You will need to have "fleet manager" rights. To find out how to assign these rights,
see "Setting up BASIC > Fleet > Adding users".

The vehicle box for the LIVE module is connected to the digital tachograph. What other steps
do I need to carry out?
You must upload at least one vehicle file. The vehicle box needs to be enabled. You
can find further information under "Setting up LIVE > LIVE checklist".

Can analogue tachographs be equipped with the LIVE module?
No, that is not possible.

Can all digital tachographs be equipped with the LIVE module?
Currently it is possible for the following types: Continental VDO DTCO 1381,
Stoneridge SE 500.

What do the coloured pins mean?

blue – selected vehicle
green – no warnings or infractions
yellow – warning occurred
red – infraction occurred

What calculated times are shown and what do they mean?
You can find a thorough explanation in the slide show under "LIVE day-to-day
operations".

Do I need to inform my drivers about the vehicle tracking?
Yes. If you want to use the LIVE module functions in a vehicle, you are obligated to
inform the driver about it.

Does the data transferred from the LIVE module mean I no longer need to manually read out
the vehicle and driver data?
No. Since the legislator only recognises certified interfaces for reading the
tachographs, this obligation to perform readouts of the signed driver and vehicle data
still exists. In addition to manual read-out, the Remote Download module also offers
the corresponding functions.

What possibilities for monitoring do I have in relation the speed display?
You have the possibility to show a graphical display of the speeds with the associated
location information.

What does multi-manning mean, and is this function supported?
Multi-manning means that multiple drivers are working in a single vehicle. If you
insert two driver cards into the tachograph, the system automatically recognises shift 1
and shift 2 on the tachograph and analyses the data. This means both the driver and the
co-driver are each shown currently. If other driver cards are inserted at a later time,
these are likewise shown together.

What happens if my driver is driving through a tunnel or in areas where there is no
transmission signal?
At these times, data is not sent live but it is written to an internal memory. The data is
sent afterwards as soon as the vehicle box is able to reconnect to the GSM network.

How extensive is the network coverage for the LIVE module and the Remote Download
module?
Network coverage is available throughout Europe.

What do I need a vehicle box for and how is the box installed?
The vehicle box is responsible for sending the data to the web portal via a built-in
telephone card (GSM). The box is connected to the tachograph and attached to the
vehicle. We recommend that you have the box installed by a specialist workshop.

Does the vehicle box require maintenance and service?
The vehicle box does not require maintenance and is CE-certified. Approval by a
testing organisation (TÜV, DEKRA, etc.) is not necessary.

How do I update the vehicle box firmware?
As a rule, the firmware doesn't need to be updated. If there ever are any modifications,
these are received by the vehicle box completely automatically.

Can I install my own SIM card in the vehicle box?
No. The vehicle box is delivered with an included SIM card and is sealed. Removing
this seal will automatically void any warranty claim.

What happens to the vehicle box if the vehicle battery is empty?
The vehicle box is powered via the conventional on-board electrical system. If there is
no power in the on-board electrical system, the vehicle box will have no power and
will not be able to send any data.

How high is the power consumption of the vehicle box?
Power consumption during normal operation is < 100 mA and in stand-by operation it
is less than 1 mA. The vehicle box has no impact on the operation of your vehicle.

What is the operating temperature range for the vehicle box?
The optimum operating range for the box is from -30 °C to +65 °C. Even a high
humidity of up to 95 % does not affect the device.

The last known location is not current – why is that?
If the vehicle box "only" has no GPS reception, which is displayed in the LIVE
module by a red bar in the speed diagram with the information "No location data
available", this raises the question of whether the GPS antenna has been installed
correctly and without signal shadowing. An adhesive window-mounted antenna
should only be installed on the window with approx. 1 m spacing from other antennas,
flashing warning lights, etc.
If the general data is also missing, it may be that the vehicle box currently has no
GSM reception and therefore the data could not be sent yet. In any case, the data is
cached and then sent later when a signal is available again. Metallised windscreens or
heated front windscreens can influence the sensitive reception and can be the reason
for interference. There must be a clear line of sight to the sky.
It is also possible that the vehicle box may not have been installed correctly or that the
power supply is interrupted. In this case, the installation will need to be checked by the
workshop based on the installation instructions.

Why is old data displayed?
The browser cache has retained old data in the memory and is showing this instead of
the new data. The problem mostly occurs when using a so-called proxy server. Consult
your network administrator about this. You can solve this problem by clicking on the
"Reload page" option in your browser or by pressing "Ctrl+F5".
For other possible solutions, try the following steps:
Internet Explorer: Click on "Tools > Internet options > General > Browsing history >
Settings" and change the setting there to "Every time I start Internet Explorer".
Firefox: Click on "Tools > Options > Privacy > Settings" and put a tick in the "Cache"
box.

Why is my vehicle not displayed in the list in the LIVE module?
This happens if the vehicle box has not yet sent a LIVE message. Possibly the box has
not yet been enabled. It is also possible that the vehicle box may not have been
installed correctly or that the power supply is interrupted. In this case, the installation
will need to be checked by the workshop based on the installation instructions.

Can there be discrepancies in the remaining driving time calculations?
If the driver has driven LIVE vehicles, the data will be current and correct. In addition,
the driver card must also be read out every 28 days and in this case the LIVE data is
replaced with the data which is required to be backed up from the driver card and
which is then used for calculating the remaining driving time. If the driver also drives
non-LIVE vehicles, the calculations are definitively incorrect and the vehicle card
needs to be read out or the tachograph disc needs to be scanned in or manually input
first to have the current data for the calculations again.

What prerequisites are required for using Remote Download?
You can find the prerequisites in the online help under "Setting up Remote Download
> Prerequisites for Remote Download".

What is the minimum required version of Java?
The latest version is required. You can download it for free from www.java.com.

What functions does the Remote Download add-on module have?
Remote Download is an add-on module which allows signed driver and vehicle data to
be read out via the rear or front interface of the digital tachograph. The data is
automatically transferred into the archiving and analysis software on the web portal
via the vehicle box.
Please note that the LIVE functionality is also included.

What steps are required to prepare for using Remote Download?
See "Setting up Remote Download > Remote Download checklist" in the online help.

Why can't I see a vehicle or a driver in the list in the Remote Download Tachograph
Activation Client (TAC)?
Please check the prerequisites and the setup steps.

What is recommended if you have more than one fleet?
If you have several company cards available you should, if possible, use one company
card per fleet and only register the tachographs with the correct company card and,
where possible, always run Remote Download with fleet manager rights.
Although an administrator can also run it, he/she will see all of the fleets in the TAC
list which can be very long. In addition, blank vehicle files will be downloaded from
tachographs which are registered to another company card because you can carry out a
download with any company card, regardless of whether or not this particular card is
registered with the tachograph.

Why do I get the notification "Network error 0x0006"?
This notification mostly occurs when using a so-called proxy server. Ask your IT
department to contact our support department to make the necessary settings.

What does "online" mean for Remote Download?
a) For vehicles this means: Ignition on, at least one LIVE event available for this day
(vehicle box has communicated) and the vehicle is due for Remote Download
according to the configured Remote Download interval.
b) For drivers this means: There must be at least one vehicle with Remote Download
in this company and the driver is due for Remote Download according to the
configured Remote Download interval.

How often does the Remote Download Tachograph Activation Client (TAC) update the
display?
The display is updated every minute.

What happens if the authentication fails?
The notification "Authentication failed" appears and a new attempt starts immediately
afterwards. It may be that the connection was lost because the vehicle was driving
through a tunnel or another region with no network coverage, or possibly the
tachograph was already busy with another operation.
Check whether there is another company, workshop or control card in the tachograph.
There must not be any of these types of card in the tachograph.

What happens if you have unregistered drivers?
File from unregistered drivers are automatically downloaded in the Remote Download
Tachograph Activation Client (TAC) and the driver is added in the portal.

What happens if you have unregistered vehicles?
Unregistered vehicles currently are not displayed in the Remote Download
Tachograph Activation Client and also are not downloaded. You can read about
registering vehicles under "Setting up BASIC > Uploading vehicle/driver data".

What happens if you log out while the Remote Download Tachograph Activation Client
(TAC) is open?
An attempt will be made to execute Remote Download for the vehicles and drivers
which are already known to be online. However, the list will no longer be dynamically
updated if drivers or vehicles come "online" or go "offline". Offline means that the
driver card has been removed and/or the ignition has been switched off.

What happens if the connection is lost during the authentication?
The notification "Authentication failed" appears and a new attempt starts immediately
afterwards.

What happens if the connection is lost during the Remote Download?
No wireless connection is required during the readout, only during the authentication
before and the data transfer afterwards.

What happens if the connection is lost while the data is being sent?
The data will be sent again as soon as the connection is restored.

What is the procedure for multiple vehicles which each have one driver?
The Remote Download Tachograph Activation Client (TAC) goes through the list of
displayed drivers and vehicles. The first vehicle box that responds is authenticated
with the tachograph and the inserted driver card, then another is authenticated while
the first box is being downloaded if the authentication did not fail.

What is the procedure for vehicles which are on different company cards but are in the same
fleet?
The Remote Download Tachograph Activation Client (TAC) works through the list.
The authentication does not fail for tachographs and inserted driver cards which are
registered to another company card, instead a file is created which has no relevant data
and is not displayed in the file overview. Therefore we recommend that you use one
company card per fleet and start the Remote Download after logging in as a fleet
manager.

Is it possible to start more than one TAC?
It is not possible to start more than one Remote Download Tachograph Activation
Client (TAC) on a single PC. TACs should only be started on several PCs in one
company if they are operated with separate fleets, since otherwise the processes would
interfere with each other.

Why can't I see a Remote Download button, or any vehicles or drivers for Remote Download
in the Remote Download Tachograph Activation Client (TAC)?
There are several possibilities – please check the individual options:
a) If you are logged in as a fleet manager: The vehicles or drivers are not assigned to
that fleet manager’s fleet.
b) An end date has been entered for the vehicles or drivers and this date has been
reached.
c) The configured Remote Download interval has not yet been reached.
d) The vehicles or drivers are not "online" (see the corresponding question for the
definition).
e) Remote Download has not been enabled for any vehicle or for this vehicle in

particular in this fleet/company. In this case, no drivers are displayed in the TAC.
f) No vehicle data file is available.

Can you control which vehicle or which driver you download data for?
Yes, by selecting the corresponding vehicle from the "Vehicle overview".

Can you move a Remote Download vehicle into another fleet?
Yes, however after uploading a vehicle file this vehicle must be activated in the new
fleet and deactivated in the old fleet. Additionally, the vehicle file must be copied into
the new fleet.

What can you do if the authentication does not start?
Check the current status of the vehicle or driver in the LIVE module. If necessary,
generate a status change or wait until another status automatically appears.
Examples:
- Rest time status = no Remote Download possible, if ignition off
- Work time status = no Remote Download possible, if ignition off
- Vehicle driving = Remote Download possible

What should I do if the Java Web Start logo can be seen after starting Remote Download but
the TAC doesn't open?
Go to "Control Panel > Java", click on "Network Settings" and select "Direct
connection".

Why do I get a red X in the status view and the message "unknown data block" when
uploading data?
If this message is shown in the online portal, there are errors in the vehicle files. It
may help if you configure the read-out device to only read the data from the last X
days or since the last download. The tachograph memory often needs to be examined
for errors by the workshop and the status needs to be certified. For a VDO download
key there is the possibility of configuring this with the supplied software (via
"[Download key drive]:\START.html" for the older type I, or via "[Download key
drive]:\start.exe" for the newer type II) so that the entire bulk storage of the
tachograph is downloaded in full. Then the VDO download key can be connected to
the digital tachograph with the company card inserted. You can read more details in

the manual supplied with the VDO download key. For an OPTAC device, press the
partial download button (symbol with a half-full lorry).

How long must digital data be stored securely?
The retention period for digital data differs depending on the country in which the
vehicle is registered. In Switzerland the period is at least 3 years, in Austria it is at
least 2 years, and in Germany and the Netherlands it is at least 1 year.

What do I need to do if I have to keep driving for reasons of road safety?
Road safety is always more important than driving time regulations. If you need to
deviate from these regulations for reasons of road safety, you should produce a printout of the day's activities as soon as possible. On the back of this print-out, state the
reason for exceeding the driving hours, for example which lay-bys were full.

Where do I find information about operating the digital tachograph?
You can read the manual that was provided with the tachograph.

How long can violations be punished?
On the road, violations can be traced back over at least 90 days, as long as it is the
same vehicle. Your driver card can be checked retroactively up to 28 days later.
During this time, inspectors throughout Europe can levy penalties for registered
violations, irrespective of where they were committed. If you have received a fine,
keep the receipt safe so that you do not need to pay for the same violation again if
there is another check!
Within the company, there is a requirement to retain data for a year. Checks within the
company can also refer back over longer periods. In any case, the employer must
comply with corresponding regulations. The employer must prove that their drivers
have been cautioned to comply with the regulations. There are individual cases in
which fines of up to 15,000 Euro can be issued.

Should I make my analyses available to the inspector when checks are being carried out at my
company?
You do not need to give your analyses to the inspector. You need to provide the
original data from the tachograph files and the data from the driver cards. The
inspector will use this data to produce their own analyses. However, it is

recommended that you do make the analyses available to prove that you are actively
monitoring your drivers. Furthermore, it offers you the opportunity to explain
violations in advance and to demonstrate what steps you have introduced in the
company to prevent these violations being repeated.

Is it possible to "adjust" the digital records?
No. The data generated by the digital tachograph is protected against manipulation.
Any modification would immediately make the stored data unusable. Additionally,
much more data is available to the tachograph. By means of its connection to the CAN
bus, the monitoring authority can very easily detect any manipulation of the data.

What needs to be taken into consideration when taking over used, demonstration or rental
vehicles?
The tachographs in used, demonstration or rental vehicles have stored vehicle files
which were generated by their previous users. Uploading these vehicle files to the web
portal would result in additional costs. Consequently, the first step is to register the
tachograph using the company card of the new owner / lessee. The second required
step is to perform a read-out of the tachograph's bulk memory before starting to use
the vehicle and to delete the vehicle data that is produced.
For a VDO download key there is the possibility of configuring this with the supplied
software (via "[Download key drive]:\START.html" for the older type I, or via
"[Download key drive]:\start.exe" for the newer type II) so that only the data for the
last x days can be downloaded. Then the VDO download key can be connected to the
digital tachograph with the company card inserted. You can read more details in the
manual supplied with the VDO download key.
In an exceptional case, if the company card cannot be used to activate the tachograph
(e.g. the company card is temporarily unavailable, or a vehicle has broken down), a
print-out must be produced at the beginning and at the end of the rental period. If the
rental period exceeds one day, print-outs must be produced daily. The driver must
forward the print-out without delay. Furthermore, it is essential to register the vehicle
to the lessor since the lessor must comply with the requirements and transfer the data
from the rental period to the lessee within three months.

What is the lowest MAM (maximum authorised mass) for which using a digital tachograph is
required?
Vehicles that are used for goods delivery (or for passenger transport with fewer than 9
passengers including the driver) and have a maximum authorised mass (i.e. including
the trailer) of less than 3.5 t do not need to have a tachograph installed. However, if a
tachograph has been installed, the driver must use it for commercial transport within

the AETR states. Installing (and therefore using) a tachograph is required for a MAM
of over 3.5 t.

When does the data need to be read out?
Data must be read from the driver cards at the latest:


every 28 days



every 21 days in Austria and Switzerland.

All data must be retained SECURELY for a year.

What needs to be taken into consideration in relation to a faulty tachograph?
If a fault is detected in a tachograph, the vehicle must be brought to a digital
tachograph workshop for inspection. If the device is withdrawn from service, the data
stored in the tachograph by the last owner must be downloaded and returned to the
owner of the data. If downloading the data is not possible, the workshop will issue a
certificate of unreadability. The company must keep this certificate safe since it must
be available for any official checks.
You can enquire about the minimum retention period from the relevant authority for
your region. It is recommended to keep a catalogue of unreadability certificates for
digital tachographs issued by a workshop. If the workshop receives written notice
from a monitoring authority, they must hand over a copy of the stored, downloaded
data for monitoring purposes. This does not require approval from the owner of the
data. Otherwise, the workshop is not entitled to pass a company's downloaded data on
to third parties without written approval from the owner of the data.

What needs to be taken into consideration in relation to a damaged company card?
If a company card is damaged, you must procure and use a replacement card.

Where do I get a driver card?
You get the driver card from the appropriate issuer for your place of residence.

Where do I get a company card?
You get the company card from the appropriate issuer.

Where do I find legal regulations relating to this topic?
Here you can find the legal requirements relating to digital tachographs and applying
for monitoring device cards.
EU legal requirements:
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/transport/road_transport/index_en.htm

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. These drivers are loaned to another company
that hires them. Who is responsible for what data?
In this case it is the company that hires the driver or to which the driver is loaned that
is responsible for archiving the driver and vehicle data.

I have a company that provides drivers for hire. They are self-drive contractors. Who is
responsible for what data?
Since the freelance driver acts as a company, and consequently has a company card,
the driver him/herself is responsible for the driver and vehicle data. The driver is
required to archive this data.

Why do I need to spend time on social reports?
Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006 came into force on 11 April 2007. Carriers must
actively monitor whether their drivers comply with driving and rest times and they
must provide evidence in writing. The social report allows you to deal with this in a
simple way. You can remind your drivers with corresponding information in the report
and meet your monitoring obligations with the signature in the analysis.

How long must digital data be stored securely?
The retention period for digital data differs depending on the country in which the
vehicle is registered. In Switzerland the period is at least 3 years, in Austria it is at
least 2 years, and in Germany and the Netherlands it is at least 1 year.

4.2 FAQs about billing

What is a manifest?
A manifest contains a monthly overview of all uploaded data, including the vehicles
equipped with the LIVE and/or Remote Download modules.

Where do I find the manifests?
You need to be logged in to the online portal as an Administrator and data must have
been uploaded to the portal in the preceding month. You can view your manifests
under the menu item "Management > Company".

